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1.1.  Project Scope 
At the request of  the Iowa  State Highway  Commission,  the 
Engineering Research Institute observed the traffic operations 
at the Interstate 29  (1-29)  and  Interstate 80  (1-80)  interchange 
in the southwest  part of  Council Bluffs.  The  general location 
of  the site is shown  in Figure 1.  Before  limiting the analysis 
to the diverging area the project  staff drove the entire Council 
Bluffs freeway system and  consulted with Mr.  Philip Hassenstab 
(Iowa State Highway  Commission,  District 4,  Resident Maintenance 
Engineer at Council Bluffs).  The  final study scope was  deline- 
ated as encompassing  only the operational characteristics of  the 
diverge area where  1-29  South and  1-80  East divide and the ramp 
to merge  area where  1-80  West  joins 1-29  North  (both areas being 
contained within the aforementioned interchange). 
Supplementing the traffic operations scope,  was  an  effort 
to delineate and document  the applicability of  video-tape  tech- 
niques to  traffic engineering studies and  analyses.  Documenta- 
tion was  primarily in the form of a  demonstration video-tape. 
1.2.  Project Objectives 
The  research activity was  directed toward  achieving the 
following objectives: 
1.2. The  magnitude  and character of present traffic conflicts 
are quantified at each study site. 
1.2.2.  The  magnitude and character of  future traffic conflicts 
at each study site are estimated. 
1.2.3.  Possible alternative solutions are generated which  have 
the potential to lessen the intensity and/or the frequency STWDY  INTERCHANGE 
Figure 1.  Site Location Map of  both present  and future traffic conflicts in each 
study area. 
1.2. Alternative solutions are compared  and evaluated in  a 
structured manner. 
1.2.5.  The  applicability of  video-tape  techniques to traffic 
operations analysis is demonstrated. 
1.3.  Operations  Study Procedure 
1.3.1.  Preliminary Traffic Volume  Data 
Prior to  video-tape  data collection the Transporta- 
tion Data  Base  Department  of  the Iowa  State Highway 
Commission  Planning Division conducted one-week  24-hour 
a day recording counts at each study site.  These  data 
were  examined to  establish the daily variation in hourly 
volumes  on  each leg of  both the diverge and  the merge 
sites.  For  one  24-hour  period at each study site the 
traffic was  classified into eleven different vehicle 
types.  Large trucks and out-of-state  drivers were 
thought  to have  an  adverse  effect by  increasing the 
traffic conflicts.  These  data were  examined to select 
the days of  the week  and the hours of the day that would 
potentially maximize the data on  traffic conflicts 
while simultaneously covering the maximum  range of 
traffic volume  conditions with the minimum  number  of 
taped data periods. 
1.3.2.  Data  Sample  Periods 
The merging and the diverging volume  counts  indi- 
cated that at the 1-29s  and  I-80E  diverge area (Study 
Site #1)  one  tape should be recorded during the period 8:00 a.m.  to 8:30 a.m.,  two  tapes during the period 
10:OO a.m.  to  1l:OO  a.m.,  one tape from  3:30 p.m.  to 
4:00 p.m.,  one tape from  4:15 p.m.  to 4:30  p.m.,  and 
one  tape from  5:00  p.m.  to 5:30  p.m.  Each  tape 
contained approximately  30  minutes  of  data.  It was 
not possible to always  start a tape at the planned 
time,  thus, the actual data record has some  variation 
from the planned  schedule.  The  data sample was 
replicated on Thursday  (July 26,  1973), Friday  (July 
27,  1973) and  on  Saturday  (July 28,  1973) to cover 
potential variations in local and  out-of-state  drivers. 
Analysis of  the volume  counts at the merging 
volume  when  I-29N  joins  I-80W  (Study Site #2) indicated 
a slightly different  data collection pattern was  appro- 
priate to sample variations in traffic volumes  and 
vehicle classifications.  The  time periods selected were 
one  tape from  7:30  a.m.  to 8:00  a.m.,  two  tapes from 
8:00  a.m.  to 9:00 a.m.,  one  tape from  1l:Oo a.m.  to 
ll:30 a.m.,  one tape 3:30  p.m.  to 4:00  p.m.  and one 
tape from  4:00  p.m.  to 4:30  p.m.  As in the data collec- 
tion at Study Site #I,  replications were  conducted on 
Thursday  (August  2,  1973), Friday (August  3,  1973) and 
Saturday (August  4, 1973) with similar variations in the 
actual real time of  each data tape due  to  varying minor 
difficulties in maintaining the programmed  schedule. 
The  actual data collection time  sequences are shown  in 
Table 1 in addition to the vehicle classification of  the 
data counts extracted from  each tape.  Note  that for the T
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1-29s  and  I-80E  diverge  (Study Site #I) the classified 
volume  count is the combined  freeway volume  approaching 
the diverge area while the classified volume  at Study 
Site #2 is only the I-80~  traffic. 
1.3.3.  Field Procedure 
Figures 2,  3 and  4 illustrate the view  of traffic 
approaching Study Site #l.  Figure 5  illustrates the 
invisibility of  the data collection process to  traffic 
passing near the recording station.  The  data recording 
equipment  is located under  the edge  of  the bridge at the 
abutement  as shown  in Figure 6.  The  arrangement  of  the 
equipment  in Figure 6  is as used at Study Site #1: 
camera mounted  on  a tripod and connected to a  recorder; 
the recorder under  the tripod;  small television screen 
monitor  connected to the recorder to check the quality 
of  the signal being  recorded;  various miscellaneous 
items of equipment. 
Figures 7  and  8  illustrate the view of  traffic 
approaching Study Site #2.  Figures 8, 9  and 10 illu- 
strate the use of  a pole to remotely mount  the video 
camera  above the roadway  for observation of  traffic in 
an inconspicuous manner.  Figure 11  shows  the completed 
installation as viewed  from an adjacent local road with 
the video camera mounted  on  a bracket  sixteen feet above 
the ground  on  a  luminaire standard, with the remote 
cable from the camera  leading to  the recorder and tele- 
vision monitor  on  the ground off the shoulder, and a 
technician controlling the data collection.  Traffic 
being observed is totally oblivious of  the installation. Figure 2.  1-29s and I-80E Approach to Study Site #1.  (Looking  south 
with traffic moving away from the camera.) 
Figure 3.  1-29 and I-80E  Study Site #l.  (Looking north with the traffic 
moving toward the camera.  ) Figure 4.  Study Site #I.  (AS  viewed  from  the video-tape  camera and 
recorder location. ) 
Figure 5.  Video-tape  Camera  and Recorder  in Place at Study Site #l. Figure 6.  Video-tape  Camera  and Recorder  in Operation at Study Site #I. 
Figure 7.  I-29N and  I-80W Merge  Area  at Study Site #2.  (Looking south 
with traffic moving  toward the camera.) CAMERA 
Figure 8.  I-29N  and I-80W  Merge  Area at Study Site #2 with Video  Camera 
Remote  Mounted  on  Luminaire  Pole. 
Figure 9.  Video  Camera  Bracket Mounted  on Pole. Figure 10.  Technical Assistant  Installing Video  Camera  on Mounting 
Bracket  to Prepare Remote  Surveillance. 
Figure 11.  Video  Camera  and  Recorder  System in Place at Study Site #2. 1.3.4.  Data Reduction 
The  data tapes were  continuously observed in the 
field on  the television monitor to ensure that each 
tape was  a valid data sample with no  equipment  system 
malfunction nor environmental disturbance that destroyed 
the utility of  a sample.  Therefore,  when  the data was 
returned to the office for reduction the technicians 
were  certain the data were  available for reduction. 
Note  that this is a significant advantage of  video-tape 
techniques over  standard photography techniques. 
The  equipment  was  organized in the data analysis 
laboratory as shown  in Figure 13.  Figure 12 is an 
example  of  the television monitor view of  a tape 
obtained at Study Site #2 while Figure  it!  is illustra- 
tive of  Study Site #1 data.  In Figure 15, a technician 
is reducing data from a Study Site #l data tape.  Each 
vehicle was  identified by  vehicle classification and by 
lane placement  at predetermined critical points along 
the length of  the roadway  section under  analysis.  Sub- 
sequent  analysis of  the data yielded data on  traffic 
volumes,  traffic stream composition,  traffic weaving 
and simple lane changing.  The  reduced  data formed  the 
basis of the operations analysis discussed in detail in 
following report  sections. s
s
a
 2.  Present Traffic Conflicts 
2.1.  1-29  Southbound and  1-80  Eastbound Diverge. 
This location is also denoted  as Study Site #1 and  has 
been previously referred to in Figures 1  through 6. 
2.1.1.  Definition of  Conflicts and Hazard. 
Conflict and hazard were  defined on  the basis of 
erratic maneuvers  by  vehicles negotiating the 1-29s  and 
I-80E  diverge area.  As the combined  routes approach the 
point where  the taper begins  adding a third lane (Station 
292 + 75.00  1-29).  the right-hand  lane is designated lane 
1  and the left-hand  lane is denoted lane 2.  (Refer to 
Figure 16.)  This is the first critical lane placement 
section and  is identified as section A-A  in Figure 16. 
Ideally, all  traffic destined for 1-29  would  be in lane 
1  and all  I-80E  traffic would be  in lane 2. 
The  second critical lane placement  section is 
denoted B-B  in Figure 16 and  corresponds to  the location 
of the overhead  sign bridge visible in Figures 2,  3 and 
4.  As vehicles pass under this sign bridge all  oppor- 
tunity for sign message  communication  with the driver is 
gone.  Changes  in  lane placement  required in order for 
the driver to maintain route continuity at this point 
must  be  accomplished  in about  450  feet or the driver is 
committed to the wrong  route.  At section B-B  lane 3 is 
a full lane width available for use by  traffic. 
The  third and  final critical section was  about  200 
feet beyond  the physical nose of the exit gore  (desig- 
nated section C-C  in Figure 16).  At this point each driver had positively completed negotiating the diverge. 
This  section location was  selected to  coincide with a 
luminaire standard at the shoulder edge of  lane 4.  The 
lane 3  shoulder at section C-C  at right angles to  this 
marked with temporary pavement  stripin 
tape.  When  a data tape was being viewed  on the televi- 
sion monitor  a line was  drawn  on  a thin-film  clear 
plastic overlay to  positively mark  the section.  (A 
similar reference mark was  placed on  the lane 1 
shoulder edge of  section A-A  opposite the end of 
the taper but was not  utilized in the data reduction 
process.)  Refer to  report  section 6  for video-tape 
demonstration narrative of  examples. 
Each  vehicle was  coded  as its path was traced 
through the three sections.  Thus,  a vehicle coded  as 
112 was  in lane 1  at section A-A,  in lane 1  at section 
B-B,  exited onto 1-298  and was  in lane 2 after passing 
the physical gore at section C-C. 
All  possible vehicular movements  were  identified 
as normal  or erratic.  Normal  movements  included 
vehicles which  were  in lane 1 at section A-A  and exited 
to 1-298  in a natural transition path in addition to 
vehicles which were  in lane 2  at section A-A  and 
exited to I-80E  by  a natural path. 
Hazardous  maneuvers  were  attributed to  vehicles 
which  entered section A-A  in lane 1 and  remained there 
through  section B-B  to subsequently exit to I-80E. Vehicles which  performed  lane changing to complete  a 
passing maneuver within the region bounded  by  sections 
A-A  and  C-C  was  designated as hazardous.  Such maneuvers 
were  considered hazardous  even if no  other vehicles were 
present  in the area since the degree of  "erraticness" 
indicates extreme driver uncertainty. 
All  other maneuvers  were  classified as undesirable. 
These maneuvers  involved at least one  change  of  lane 
considered to be erratic and  having the potential under 
certain traffic flow conditions to  produce accidents 
(incidents may  be a better term).  Table 2  contains the 
complete maneuver  categorization developed with this 
logic. 
2.1.2.  Data Collected 
The  data collected were  reduced by  following each 
vehicle through the study site, identifying each vehicle 
classification as defined in Table 1, and classifying 
each maneuver  as defined in Table  2.  Study Site i#l 
data reduction results are contained in Table 3. 22 
Table 2.  Maneuver  Designations at Study Site #l. 
Movement  classif  icationl 
NORMAL  ERRATIC 
UNDESIRABLE  HAZARDOUS 
'~efer  to Figure 16 for sketch of the 1-29s  and 
I-80E  diverge. 
2A  vehicle which  is in lane 1  at section A-A,  in 
lane 2 at section B-B,  and in lane 3 at section 
C-C  (as denoted  in Figure 16). T
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 2.1.3.  Data Analysis Results 
2.1.3.1.  Sample  Consistency 
A  modified  chi-square  test was  conducted 
to  analyze the variation among  data tapes and 
among  sample  days.  A  separate analysis was 
run for "undesirable" maneuvers  and  for "haz- 
ardous" maneuvers.  The  calculated chi-square 
for "undesirable"  maneuvers  was  12.91 and  for 
"hazardous"  maneuvers  was  16.28.  Both  chi- 
squares were  not  significant at the 5% level 
when  compared to  the theoretical value of  18.3. 
On  this basis it was  concluded that each day 
sample  could be  assumed  to  be a  sample  from a 
larger common  population.  Prior to collecting 
the data and  conducting  this analysis, it was 
presumed  that Saturday traffic would  be  sig- 
nificantly different from week-day  traffic. 
2.1.3.2.  Erratic Maneuvers 
Figure 17 illustrates the variation in 
erratic maneuvers  through time of  day.  The 
raw  number  of  maneuvers  have  been converted 
to  maneuvers per 1000 total volume  vehicles 
to  be  consistent with previous Federal Highway 
Administration research.  The  higher  level of 
erratic maneuvers  in the early morning with the 
drop off later in the day  and with the rise 
toward  5:00 p.m.  (1700 hours) is typical.  The 
p.m.  peak  erratic maneuvers  not  reaching as 28 
pronounced  peak  as in the a.m.  is also typical. 
The  presently accepted critical level of 
erratic maneuvers  designated in this report 
as "hazardous"  is generally taken to  be  3% (30 
per 1000 vehicles).  The  merge  area is 
approaching  a critical or problem  state. 
2.1.4.  Summarization of  Diverge  Conflicts 
2.2.4.1.  Contributing Factors 
Before  discussing the present  hazard 
several of the factors contributing to the 
hazard  in general need to  be mentioned.  One 
factor in driver confusion for through 
travelers is that a driver on  an  interstate 
(through) route typically expects an exit to 
the right.  Thus,  1-80~  drivers who  interpret 
their route as exiting from the combined 
I-80ElI-29s  route tend to  be  in the right 
most  lane  (lane I)  as they enter the merge 
area. 
In the same manner,  1-29s  traffic which 
interprets 1-29  as the through route tends to 
be in the left lane (lane 2) approaching the 
merge  area.  Fortunately,  this traffic move- 
ment  is primarily local at the highest 
conflict periods since 1-29  is not yet open 
all  the way  to Kansas  City, Missouri.  When 
this connection is completed,  the potential 
for misinterpretation of  through and exiting 29 
can be expected to  result in even more  haz- 
ardous maneuvers. 
The  combined  effect of the two  above 
discussed driver expectancies is a  criss- 
cross in the diverge area which  is quite 
undesirable. 
The  parclo interchange at Iowa  192 just 
north of  the diverge area is a contributing 
factor in two  ways.  First, it provides a 
freeway-over  crossing of  the crossroad and 
a rail yard adjacent to the crossroad.  The 
vertical curvature of  the freeway lanes over 
the crossroad and  the rail yard combined  with 
a  curve to  the right prevents unfamiliar 
drivers from  viewing the sign bridge which 
precedes the diverge.  The  driver's attention 
is diverted from  advance  signing as he nego- 
tiates the interchange ramps  at Iowa  192. 
Secondly,  a concentration of  truck stops and 
terminals on  Iowa  192 in the vicinity of the 
interchange produces  high-volume  low-speed 
truck traffic entering I-29SlI-80E  at this 
interchange.  A  significant proportion of  the 
trucks entering the freeway are destined for 
I-80E  and have  difficulty weaving  into the 
outside lane to exit until they are in the 
merge  area.  This creates special traffic 
operations problems  for both the trucker and auto drivers who  are intimidated by  large 
trucks. 
2.2.4.2.  Present Hazard 
As mentioned reference to Figure 17B, 
during the morning  peak  period the rate of 
hazardous maneuvers  approaches the currently 
accepted critical level of 3%.  Accident 
record report forms  available at the Iowa 
State Highway  Commission  for accidents 
recorded through July 1, 1973 were  examined. 
Those  reports which  documented  the accident 
in sufficient detail to determine that the 
accident definitely occurred within the study 
interchange  are noted on Figure 18.  Only  one 
accident could be  identified positively near 
Study Site #l  (on Ramp  B  near  station 2570  + 
00).  This  supports the traffic movements 
analysis in that most  of the time the rate of 
hazardous  movement  occurrence is low  enough 
that the probability of  collision incident is 
low. 
The  preceding  discussion of the present 
hazard is somewhat  misleading.  Even  though 
the "hazardous"  maneuvers  are a relatively 
small percentage of  the flow at the present, 
the percent  of  the traffic entering the merge 
area in lane 1 (the outside lane) and exiting 
to the left on  to I-80~  is considerably 32 
higher as shown  in Table 6.  Not  all  these 
movements  are hazardous  at the present time 
due  to the relatively low  total volumes. 
These  data provide a key to estimating the 
future level of hazardous maneuvers  which, 
as the traffic increases to design volumes, 
may  utimately approach  5 to 8 percent  of 
the total traffic. 
Table  4.  Percent  Total Traffic Entering in Lane 1  and Exiting I-80E. 
TAPE  NO. 
SURVEY  DATE  1  2  TOTAL  - 
3 
- -  - -  4  - 
5  - 
6 
July  26,  1973  19.6  19.6  16.5  13.2  7.9  7.7  12.6 
July  27,  1973  18.7  19.5  20.3  12.6  9.3  9.2  13.5 
2.2.  1-29  Northbound  and  1-80  Westbound  Merge 
This location is also denoted as Study Site #2 and has 
been previously referred to in Figures 7 and 8. 
2.2.1.  Definition of  Conflicts and  Hazard. 
Conflict and hazard were  defined on the basis of 
erratic maneuvers  by vehicles negotiating the I-80W 
connection to I-29N.  As  the I-80~  traffic entered the 
area where the painted channelization begins the lane 
placement  of  each vehicle was  noted with the right- 
hand  shoulder designated lane 1, the right-hand  lane 
designated lane 2 and the left-hand  lane containing the 
painted channelization designated lane 3 (refer to 33 
section A-A  in Figure 19).  Any  vehicle located in 
lane 3  at this section is undesirable. 
At section B-B  the physical taper reduction of 
lane 3  begins.  Any  vehicle still located in  lane 3 at 
section B-B  was considered to be  executing a hazardous 
maneuver. 
Section C-C  was  located at the end of  the physical 
nose  of  the merging  area.  Here  at I-80W  traffic had  to 
be  in lane 1 (shoulder) or in lane 2  since lane 3  was 
dropped.  The  I-29N  lanes were  designated 4  and  5  to 
account  for the presence  of  1-29  traffic which  conflicted 
(or potentially could) with the merging  I-80W  traffic. 
Some  drivers execute hazardous  and  undesirable maneuvers 
by  driving across the painted taper channelization at 
the merge  and  entering 1-29  at a sharp angle.  Such 
maneuvers  are classified as either "undesirable"  or 
11 hazardous"  depending upon  the presence and location of 
vehicles  in lanes 4  and  5. 
Section D-D  defines the final position of  I-80W 
merging vehicles as they leave the merging area.  Certain 
lane changing maneuvers between  sections C-C  and D-D 
are highly erratic.  Table  $  lists the individual move- 
ments  possible for I-80W  traffic and  classifies each 
movement.  The  movement  code  for each I-80W  vehicle 
was  similar to  that utilized on the reduction of  the 
diverge area data and is explained  in Table  5. 
2.2.2.  Data  Collected. 
The  data collected were  reduced by  following each Table  5.  Maneuver  Designations at Study Site #2. 
Movement  Classification  1 
NORMAL  ERRATIC  - 
UNDESIRABLE  -  RAZAXDOUS 
2222-ANY  2224-00 2  2225-ANY 
l~efer  to Figure 19 for sketch of  the I-80W  and 
I-29N  merge. 
2~ vehicle which  is in lane 2  at section A-A  and 
continues in lane 2 through sections B-B  and  C-C, 
but  changes to lane 4  in exiting the area at 
section D-D,  with no  I-29N  traffic in lanes 4  or 5 
as the vehicle reached the merge  area. 
3~~~ =  an  I-29N  vehicle in either lane 4  or lane 5 
as the I-80~  vehicle negotiates the merge  area. 
4Exclude the maneuver  3224-00. 
5~xclude  the maneuver  2224-00. 36 
I-80W vehicle through the study site and identifying 
lane placement at  each section.  Table 6  contains a 
listing of the summarized classified maneuvers for each 
data sample both by total traffic and subdivided by 
classification of vehicle performing the maneuver. 
2.2.3.  Data Analysis Results. 
2.2.3.1.  Sample Consistency. 
Applying the  modified chi-square test 
to analyze the variation among data tapes 
and among sample days yielded a different 
result at Study Site #2  than previously 
discussed with respect to Study Site #l. 
Analysis of "undesirable" maneuvers produced 
a calculated chi-square of 66.17 and analysis 
of "hazardous"  maneuvers yielded a value of 
51.57  Both of these values are highly 
significant when compared to the theoretical 
chi-square distribution (5% level of error 
chi-square is 18.3).  Thursday appears to be 
a highly deviant data sample day with respect 
to Friday and Saturday.  However,  when 
Thursday data was deleted the calculated 
chi-squares still indicated significant 
differences between Friday and Saturday data 
for both undesirable and hazardous maneuvers. 
Even when hazardous and undesirable maneuvers 
are grouped together as "erratic" maneuvers 
the variation among sample days is highly 
significant. Table 6. 
- 
Date 
and 
Time 
8/2/73 
7:36- 
8:06  AM 
8/2/73 
8:11- 
8:41  AM 
8/2/73 
8:46- 
9:16  AM 
8/2/73 
11:  00- 
11:30  AM 
8/2/73 
3:  30- 
4:OO PM 
8/2/73 
4:  05- 
4:35  PM 
8/3/73 
7:  53- 
8:23 AM 
8/3/73 
8:30- 
9:oo  AM 
8/3/73 
9:  05- 
9:35 AM 
8/3/73 
11  :  00- 
11:30 AM 
8/3/73 
3:  30- 
4:OO PM 
8/3/73 
4:05- 
4:35 PM 
8/4/73 
8:  02- 
8:32  AM 
8/4/73 
8:37- 
9:07 AM 
Study Site #2.  Traffic Maneuvers (I-80W  and I-29N). 
Tape 
No. 
Movement 
Class 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Nonnal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Normal 
Undesirable 
Hazardous 
Percent of Movement Class 
P  -  PT  - SU  -  ST 
70.8  20.1  2.7  5.9 
75.8  14.5  3.2  4.8 
85.7  5.7  0  8.6 
64.0  10.3  1.1.0  14.7 
70.0  10.0  12.5  7.5 
83.9  6.5  3.2  6.5 
69.1  9.6  5.3  15.4 
60.7  10.7  o  25.0 
81.3  0  6.3  12.5 
60.0  15.1.  8.4  15.6 
70.6  17.6  o  11.8 
76.9  7.7  o  15.4 
74.0  13.2  5.8  4.5 
60.9  4.3  8.7  17.4 
75.0  12.5  3.1  6.3 
73.4  11.4  4.6  9.5 
75.0  6.3  6.3  12.5 
90.0  10.0  o  o 
66.2  16.0  3.7  13.7 
75.0  5.0  5.0  15.0 
69.2  19.2  o  7.7 
68.5  14.9  2.8  13.8 
90.9  0  0  9.1 
75.0  10.0  0  15.0 
65.4  15.7  6.5  11.9 
54.5  9.1  9.1  27.3 
72.7  18.2  0  9.1 
68.3  13.9  6.3  11.5 
81.5  3.7  7.4  7.4 
75.0  20.0  5.0  0 
70.7  14.1  5.7  9.2 
71.4  14.3  14.3  0 
84.1  11.4  2.3  2.3 
74.4  13.7  2.8  8.1 
83.9  12.9  0  3.2 
68.9  8.9  4.4  15.6 
67.8  17.5  3.5  11.1 
56.3  18.8  0  25.0 
100.0  0  0  0 
72.6  10.4  6.6  9.9 
76.9  23.1  0  0 
100.0  0  0  0 
TOTAL 
No.  %  -- 
219  69.3 
62  19.6 
35  11.1 
136  65.7 
40  19.3 
31  15.0 
188  81.0 
28  12.1 
16  6.9 
225  88.2 
17  6.7 
13  5.1 
242  81.5 
23  7.7 
32  10.8 
263  85.1 
16  5.2 
30  9.7 
219  82.6 
20  7.5 
26  9.8 
181  85.4 
11  5.2 
20  9.4 
185  84.9 
11  5.0 
22  10.1 
252  84.3 
27  9.0 
20  6.7 
283.  83.0 
14  4.1 
44  12.9 
285  78.9 
31  8.6 
45  12.5 
171  85.5 
16  8.0 
13  6.5 
22  86.9 
13  5.3 
19  7.8 L
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 On  the basis of  the foregoing discussion, 
it was concluded  that in the merge  area where 
I-80~  joins  I-29N  the conflicts within the 
1-80  ramp  are highly dependent  upon  the time 
of  day and day of  the week.  Thus,  the rela- 
tive and  absolute success of  any  counter 
measure  intended to  reduce  or lessen the 
severity of  conflicts will depend  in part 
on  the frequency of  occurrence  of  the 
erratic maneuvers  associated with the specific 
conflicts the counter-measures  are supposed 
to correct. 
2.2.3.2.  Erratic Maneuvers 
Variation in erratic maneuvers through- 
out the day  as a rate (maneuvers per 1000 
total volume  vehicles) is shown  in Figure 
20A.  The  Thursday pattern is the type of 
pattern expected for Monday  through Thursday 
with a very high rate in the morning peak- 
period traffic flow followed by  a low  level 
during the middle  of  the day with a moderate 
increase during the evening peak  period. 
Friday mornings are expected to  he only 
slightly different from Thursday mornings. 
However,  the data sample was  significantly 
different.  No  explanation is available.  The 
higher rate of  erratic maneuvers  during the 
Friday evening peak-period  traffic flow is 41 
consistent with the commencement  of weekend 
travel which  adds hurried unfamiliar drivers 
to  the traffic stream. 
Variations in Saturday traffic erratic 
maneuver  rates are consistent with expecta- 
tions.  Low  rates during the morning peak 
with a  quick rise to  levels during the 
majority of the day which  exceed weekday 
rates are expected due  to shopping  and 
recreation travelers not  normally  associated 
with the urban  area on  a weekday  basis. 
Hazardous maneuver  rates are shown  in 
Figure 20B.  Patterns shown  are more  typical 
of  expectations than the erratic maneuvers. 
Both Thursday and Friday follow a morning 
peak,  mid-day  lull and  afternoon peak 
pattern.  Saturday the hazardous maneuvers 
rise to  a mid-day  and  afternoon peak  level. 
While  this trend is an  acceptable pattern, 
the magnitude  of  the hazardous maneuvers  is 
disturbing.  The  rate varies from  five percent 
to  fifteen percent of  the total volume. 
Such  a rate of  hazardous maneuvering  far 
exceeds the three percent  rule-of-thumb 
problem  level, and  in fact, indicates a 
high risk traffic flow condition exists at 
various times during the day.  Fortunately, 
the overall traffic volume  is quite low. Figure 18 does indicate that three accidents 
have occurred within areas of  conflict asso- 
ciated with the hazardous maneuvers  (one at 
about  Ramp  C  Station 3575  and two at about 
I-29N  Station 1291). 
2.2..  Summarization of  Merging  Conflicts 
2.2.4.1.  Contributing Factors 
The  essence of  the hazard/conflict 
associated with the merge  area is that a full 
freeway marked  route is dropped from two  lanes 
to  one  lane in an interchange directional ramp 
on  a curve to  the right.  Each  of  the previous 
descriptors repreeents a contributing factor. 
Driver expectancy in following a marked  inter- 
state route equals a minimum  of  two  lanes for 
a uni-directional  flow.  Thus,  when  a tran- 
sient Interstate 80  driver encounters his route 
narrowing to one  lane he is faced with an 
unexpected driving environment.  Secondly, 
dropping  lanes within the interchange  signif- 
icantly increases the complexity  of the 
driving task.  Lane  drop decisions and the 
driver tensions associated with such geometric 
changes are best made  in open  road  "straight- 
pipe"  freeway  sections.  Thirdly, the left 
lane is tapered out  and  dropped  on  a curve to 
the right.  Centrifugal force of traversing 
the curve makes  drivers tend to  wander  into 44 
the left lane and  the left lane is normally 
associated with higher speed through move- 
ments.  The  combined physical laws and 
learned responses encourage unfamiliar 
drivers to  be  in the lane which  is  being 
dropped.  Furthermore,  since most  of  the 
approach to  the lane drop area is on  a 
bridge  structure curving to  the right, the 
visibility of  the decision point is limited 
for advance warning. 
2.22  Present  Hazard 
Previous discussion of  Figure 20B 
pointed out the rate of  hazardous maneuvers 
significantly exceeded the currently accepted 
critical level of  three percent of the total 
volume.  As previously noted three accidents 
have been recorded and reported in the 
vicinity of the lane drop and merge  area that 
appear to  be  related to  the traffic conflicts 
associated with erratic maneuvers. 
Table 7  indicates that percent of  the 
traffic using the I-80W  ramp  of  the inter- 
change which traveled on  the painted channeli- 
zation in the lane drop area and  crossing the 
painted channelization in the merge  area in 
conflict with I-29N  vehicles.  Some  of  these 
percentages,  especially on  the weekend  travel, 
are quite high.  As traffic volumes  increase Table 7.  Percent  To-tal Traffic on  the Interstate 80  West  Ramp 
Traveling on  the Painted Channelization  in the Left-Hand 
Lane  and  in the Merge  Area  in Conflict. 
TAPE  NO. 
-  - 
SURVEY  DATE  1  2  3  4  TOTAL  - - - - 5  6  - - - 
August  2, 1973  4.1  8.6  6.0  3.5  8.7  8.7  6.6 
August  3,  1973  6.4  6.1  9.2  5.7  9.1  11.4  8.2 
these percentages  can be  expected to  increase. 
Furthermore,  since many  I-80W  vehicles crossed 
the merge  painted channelization but  did not 
do  so when  any  I-29N  traffic was  in the merge 
area increases in I-29N  traffic are antici- 
pated to increase the conflicts and  hazard. 
Consequently, while the present hazard  is 
serious but  not  hypercritical, the present 
hazard  can be  expected to  worsen  rather than 
be alleviated by  time  (as discussed more 
fully later in  this report). 
2.3.  Commonality  of  Merge  and  Diverge  Conflicts. 
Merge  and  diverge traffic movements  are opposites in 
nature.  However,  the behavior  of  traffic flow at the I-29S/ 
I-80E  diverge and the I-80W/I-29N  merge  studied in this 
research have  distinct common  characteristics.  In both cases, 
the horizontal and  vertical curvature of  the alignment  obscure 
visual tracking clues which  enable the driver to  anticipate 
required movements.  A  driver then becomes  "sign and pavement 
marking"  dependent  in  roadway  communication.  In the absence 46 
of  specific instructions to  the contrary or in the case of 
signs "seen  but not  read nor understood,"  the driver follows 
the normal  expectancy for the general highway  environment 
(urban interstate route).  Thus,  at the diverge some  drivers 
wanting to  exit left are in the right lane and vice-versa. 
In a  similar manner,  drivers negotiating the entrance ramp 
curving to the right drive in the left lane to  pass slower 
vehicles and/or to drive a curve of  larger radius finding 
themselves  in a lane drop.  The  common  element  is a complex 
geometric configuration violating general system expectations 
of  the driver. 
3.  Estimate of  Future Traffic Conflicts 
3.1.  Expected Magnitude  of  Conflict 
The  total number  of  conflicts per day,  per week,  per 
month  or per year can not  be  predicted from the output  of  this 
research effort.  However,  for a particular hourly traffic 
flow  an estimating relation does appear to exist for each site 
as shown  in Figure 21.  The  data collected and processed  in 
this research is sufficient to  permit hypothesizing a trend 
relationship between the traffic volume  approaching the 
conflict area and the percent of  that traffic which will 
result in hazardous traffic conflicts. 
At the 129SII80E diverge area the data show  a definite 
reduction in  the percentage of  traffic executing hazardous 
weaves  to  exit as the total hourly volume  approaching the area 
increases.  Extrapolating the trend band  encompassing the 
central tendency  of  the data (dash lines on the plot) indicates 
the percent  of  traffic making  a hazardous  exit would  stabilize 
at about  five percent  (5%)  to  eight percent(8%)  as the approach 47 
volume  continues to increase.  Increasing traffic density 
would make  this magnitude  of  conflict quite a high  accident 
potential area.  This curve  can be  applied to  forecast annual 
average daily traffic and  factored according to  hourly varia- 
tions to  yield a particular estimate of  hazardous maneuvers 
for any  desired time period. 
At the I-80W/I-29N  merge  area the data indicate that at 
very low  I-80W  ramp  hourly volumes  a high percent of  the ramp 
traffic violates the painted channelization in a hazardous 
manner,  and  then as the hourly ramp  volume  increases the 
traffic lane discipline increases followed by  a  sharp increase 
in hazardous behavior  as the volume  increases further.  Extra- 
polating the upper  and  lower bound  of  the existing data indi- 
cates that, as the hourly ramp  volume  begins to approach the 
capacity of  the single lane ramp  terminal, the hazardous 
maneuvers might  reach  30  percent  of  the ramp  volume  (dash 
lines).  Increasing I-29N  traffic will  also contribute 
increased conflict by  which the estimated relationship shown 
in  Figure 21 may  be  a conservative estimate of  the magnitude 
of the conflict within the I-80~  traffic stream and between 
that stream and the I-29N  traffic. 
3.2.  Expected Character of  Conflict 
As traffic volumes  increase approaching the I-25611-80E 
diverge,thelevel of  service can be  expected to  drop rapidly. 
Vehicles in the right-hand  lane desiring to exit left can be 
considered functionally to  be  weaving.  Since the length of 
section over which  such a maneuver  may  take place is relatively 
short  (500-800  feet) each vehicle executing such a maneuver 48 
can be  expected to have  an  effect on  level of service equal 
to  about  three straight through vehicles.  (Refer to  "Highway 
Capacity Manual - 1965," Highway Research  Board  Special Report 
87,  Chapter  Seven. )  When  the traffic demand  becomes  suffi-  - 
cient to produce  congestion in the bifurcation area, it is 
anticipated that the slow speed conflicts may  generate shock 
waves  back upstream.  Such phenomena  have  been observed and 
studied on  freeways in Detroit  and  Houston.  The  slow speed 
trucks entering upstream  of the diverge area increase the 
potential for shock waves whenever any  significant traffic 
densitites exist in the vicinity of  the bifurcation area. 
Traffic demands  sufficient to develop traffic densities 
associated with severe congestion  are generated by  urban 
development  and  suburban  commuting.  The  combined  Omaha- 
Council  Bluffs area is large enough  in both population and 
area to create such peak-period  congestion.  Whether  such 
congestion may  in fact develop at this location is dependent 
upon  residential land use and  employment  concentration patterns 
which  are outside the scope of  this research.  Superficial 
observation during the conduct  of  this research indicates the 
potential for the land use changes  necessary to intensify 
commuter  patterns exits in the Council  Bluffs  area.  If no 
significant congestion increase develops,  the traffic 
conflicts at the I-29S/I-80E  diverge will  retain essentially 
the same  conflict character presently manifested. 
Increasing traffic volumes  will  not  alter the character 
of the traffic conflicts associated with the I-80W/I-29N  merge 
area.  As traffic increases on  the I-80~  ramp  and to  a  lesser 49 
known  degree as  I-29N  traffic increases,  the absolute and 
relative number  of  conflicts can be  expected to  increase, 
however,  these will  be  "more-of-the-same."  Consequently, 
what  ever will improve  traffic operations in this location 
now  will lessen future hazards  simultaneously. 
3.3.  Contingencies 
Contingency  considerations that may  alter anticipated 
hazards  in future traffic streams include the long term 
impact  of petroleum limitations.  Continued  automotive  fuel 
shortages, whether real or contrived,  have  encouraged the 
sale of  motorcycles  and  small cars.  Mixing higher percentages 
of  small automobiles and  motorcycles with very large trucks 
in the traffic stream could have both positive and  negative 
benefits.  Small cars and motorcycles are more  maneuverable 
than full sized cars but the fatalities per collision would 
rise sharply. 
Higher  fuel prices and motor  fuel shortages may  reduce 
the competitiveness of  land use patterns which  encourage 
commuting.  Thus,  long term fuel shortages might  curtail 
anticipated traffic increases. 
Populations are rapidly stabilizing in  the United  States 
and many  areas of the Great Plains (especially Iowa)  are 
reaching zero absolute population growth.  When  population 
stabilizes person travel will increase only as individual 
mobility increases.  Goods  travel will  increase only as the 
economy  expands.  Environmental  quality standards and  declines 
in the consumption base  (population) expansion may  slow the 
demand  for goods movement  further reducing the expected 
increase in traffic. 50 
Contingency considerations discussed above are out- 
lined to emphasize that the generation of travel on  an 
interstate highway  route is influenced by  a number  of 
factors.  Some of the factors are totally beyond  the plan- 
ning  control of  either the state or the local community. 
4.  Alternative Solutions to  Traffic Conflicts 
The  following are possible alternative approaches  to improving 
the present traffic operation and/or  relieving future potential 
conflict and  hazard.  The  alternatives are not  discussed in any 
order of  rank or relative worth.  Subsequent  sections will explore 
the relative merit of  the alternatives. 
4.1.  Study Site #1 (Interstate 29  South and  Interstate 80  East 
Diverge). 
1.  Add  an  exclusive truck lane roadway  from  Iowa  192 (bridging 
over the railroad tracks parallel to Iowa  192) and then 
passing over Interstate 29  on bridge between  Stations 280 
and  285,  then joining  Interstate 80 as a righthand entrance 
ramp  on  grade between  Ramp  B  Stations 2570  and 2575. 
(Refer to  Figure 18. )  The  1973 Federal Highway  Act  permits 
the construction of  special roadways  and lanes for exclusive 
truck use where  the traffic operations would  be  improved 
and the general traffic flow expedited by  such roadways. 
Such a roadway  would  remove  all  the slow speed trucks 
entering I-29~11-80~  at the interchange of  Iowa  192 from 
the right hand  lane.  A  significant volume  of  weaving 
traffic would  thereby be  removed  from the bifurcation area. 
It would  not  significantly contribute to  the removal  of 
other erratic maneuvers  associated with driver error and 51 
driver expectancy which  conflicts with the roadway 
geometry.  The  need  for truck lanes is associated with 
industrial/commerical  land use concentration and/or truck 
terminals.  Thus,  any  investigation of  the desirability 
of  development  of  trucklanes should include land use 
analysis of the traffic generators in the vicinity of  the 
Iowa  192 interchange. 
2.  The  Iowa  192 entrance ramp  to I-29S/I-80E  could be closed 
on  either a temporary or a permanent  basis.  If, in the 
future,traffic conflicts in the diverge area are regularly 
and repeatedly associated with the disruption of  through 
traffic by  slow speed traffic entering a higher speed flow, 
the entrance ramp  could be legally closed during these time 
periods every day.  Such practices are now  common  freeway 
control measures and have been used  in Houston,  Detroit, 
Chicago,  Kansas  City and  Los  Angeles.  Removing  the side 
friction of an entrance ramp  allows the through driver to 
concentrate more  fully on  his primary  task of  negotiating 
the main  freeway. 
If the entrance were  to be  closed on  a permanent  basis, 
the interaction of  adjacent interchanges would  have  to  be 
considered.  The  outer connector exit from  I-29~/1-80~  to 
Iowa  192 might  lead to  wrong  way  entrances if no  entrance 
was available at a partial interchange.  Thus, if the 
entrance ramp  is  considered for permanent  closure the 
possibility of  removing  the entire interchange should be 
evaluated.  In order to  provide the opportunity for drivers 
to  make  any m6vements  that might  be eliminated by  permanent 52 
ramp  closure, parallel frontage roads  should be developed 
connecting Iowa  192 with the full diamond  interchange north 
of  the Iowa  192 interchange.  Since the plan/design process 
has  not been  able to  accurately predict how  a constructed 
facility  will operate,  several major  communities have 
removed  ramps  which  contributed significantly to  unde- 
sirable traffic operations (for example  Houston,  Kansas 
City and  Chicago). 
3.  Designate the left lane of  the approach for I-80E  traffic 
only and the right lane of  the approach for 1-29s  traffic 
only.  At the present time the sign legends  convey  only an 
advisory meaning  of  lane placement  that is desired to 
facilitate diverging maneuvers.  The  majority of  the 
erratic maneuvers  at the diverge area could be  eliminated 
by  communicating to  the drivers the urgency  of  such lane 
placement  prior to  reaching the diverge area.  Unless  such 
communication took place well in advance  of  the interchange 
the erratic behavior would  only be moved  from one concen- 
trated point to another. 
4.  Carry the third lane added  at 1-29s  Station 292+75  back  to 
the vicinity of the bridge over Iowa  192 and the railroad 
tracks.  Since the bridge over Iowa  192 is three lane to 
accomodate two through lanes and the entrance ramp  accelera- 
tion lane the freeway would  become  a  2  to  3 to 2-2  split 
lane configuration.  By  resurfacing to  remove  the delinea- 
tion effect of  pavement  joint patterns the roadway  could 
be  so marked  with lane lines.  The  economic  costs of  such 
an alternative are  obvious but the benefits in improved 5 3 
traffic operations are tenuous.  It is not at all  obvious 
that such modification would  significantly alter the lane 
distribution of  vehicles in a manner that would  reduce the 
hazardous maneuvers.  If some  1-29s  traffic continued to 
drive in the left most  lane of  the approach presuming  their 
route to  be the through route and anticipating right hand 
exit for I-80E,  then such vehicles would  be even more  of  a 
hazard  in future traffic than they are now. 
5.  Use  a diagrammatic sign as advance warning indicating a 
major route fork with 1-80  diverging to  the left and  1-29 
diverging to  the right.  This diverging major route fork 
is one  geometric  configuration that is effectively communi- 
cated based on  current research (1, 2, 3).  A  critical 
factor in considering such diagrammatic signing is the 
location of  the sign.  For  maximum  visual tracking effec- 
tiveness by  the driver it  should be located overhead.  In 
order to  eliminate confusion  in identifying the interchange 
associated with the diagram it must  be placed between  the 
diverage area and the Iowa  192 interchange.  Consequently, 
a  limited travel distance is available in which  the sign 
can be  read,  interpreted and action taken which  is to 
result in a better traffic operation condition than exists 
today . 
6.  Advance  signing of through lane designation.  Between the 
diamond  interchange at 24th Street and the Iowa  192 inter- 
change  advance  signing could be installed designating the 
left lane for 1-80  through traffic and the right lane for 
1-29  through traffic.  Presuming most  drivers would  receive 
and understand the message the traffic maneuvering  necessary 5  4 
to redistribute the traffic into the proper lanes would 
take place in a straight, open,  relatively flat freeway 
section with a minimum  number  of  distractions.  As traffic 
entered the freeway at Iowa  192 the vehicles would  be 
joining the 1-29  traffic stream.  Any  vehicles that entered 
I-29S/I-80E  at Iowa  192 destined for I-80E  (primarily heavy 
trucks) could then use the roadway  between  the entrance 
and the diverge area to  merge  left into the 1-80  traffic 
stream.  Very  few  vehicles should be  conflicting with such 
traffic by  trying to  weave  right for an  1-298  exit from 
the left lane. 
4.2.  Study Site #2  (Interstate 80 West  Ramp  Connection to Interstate 
29  North). 
I.  Modify  advance  signing information on  the I-80W  ramp  lane 
drop.  To  compensate  for sight restrictions associated with 
horizontal curvature, vertical alignment  and bridge structure 
components,  the signing instructing drivers to  merge  right 
and  informing them  of  the left lane ending can be  modified 
to  attempt to achieve better driver communication.  Modifi- 
cation might  take the form  of  larger signs, signs warning 
of  a lane drop further in advance than now  exist, and/or 
the addition of  flasher units to signs.  The  effectiveness 
of  any  of  these measures  is expected to  be  quite limited 
with the exception of  adding flashers.  Static signing is 
frequently read and  ignored as trivial information  if the 
meaning  is inconsistent with driver expectation.  Sign 
flasher units might  add  enough  dynamic  character to  yield 
a significant improvement  in lane placement  on  the ramp 
lane drop. 55 
2.  Rumble  strip the existing painted channelization associated 
with both the lane drop and the merge  area delineation. 
Rumble  areas,  either sawed  or scabbler cut, are significant 
driver control devices on  freeways. 
Developing a rumble  on  the painted channelization in 
the ramp  lane drop will  not  prevent  drivers from  being in 
the left lane so long that they begin to encroach on  the 
channelization.  However,  once a driver enters the rumble 
area the disturbance will encourage him/her  to  merge  right 
quickly.  As such,  this treatment  does not  correct the 
problem  but  solves the symptom. 
Rumble  treatment  in the merge  area painted channeliza- 
tion should be  highly effective in reducing a major  source 
of  hazard.  Drivers forced  into a single ramp  lane who 
subsequently make  an abrupt,  sharp angle entry to I-29N  by 
driving obliquely across the painted channelization would 
be  discouraged from doing so as  soon  as their left tire 
encountered a rumble.  Queueing discipline in  merging  should 
be  significantly improved. 
3.  Make  the ramp  a full two  lane connection  and  dropping one 
ramp  lane in the ramp  merge  area taper carrying the other 
ramp  lane over the Iowa  192 interchange bridge to  either be 
dropped at the exit ramp  or continued through the inter- 
change to  be dropped  in  the straight-pipe  freeway section. 
Since a minimum  of  two  lanes is the expectation of  drivers 
while negotiating a marked  interstate route, the two  lane 
ramp  would  be  consistent with driver expectancy.  Dropping 
one  of  the two  ramp  lanes in the merge  taper may  not be 56 
completely  desirable but  is more  consistent with driver 
expectancy since at that time the driver has recognized 
the lesser status of  his route when  compared  to  the route 
being joined.  Dropping  another lane at an  exit ramp  is 
not necessarily condusive of  smooth  safe traffic flow 
upstream of  the exit but it is normally more  desirable 
than dropping the lane within an  entrance ramp. 
4.  Change the ramp  lane drop from  a  left lane drop to  a  right 
lane drop.  As previously discussed, the laws of  physics 
encourage the driver to  use the left lane as well as 
unfamiliar  drivers expecting the through traffic to  be 
associated with the left lane.  Furthermore,  the visibility 
from within the vehicle is greater to  merge  left than to 
merge  right.  If paint or rumble  strip channelization was 
used to  merge the right lane into the left lane, the right 
hand  shoulder of the roadway would  remain as an escape 
route for any vehicle trapped during the merge  process. 
Observing  shoulder use by trapped vehicles would  also 
provide a key  to  the desirability of  proceeding to alter- 
native three above.  Changing  from a  left lane drop to a 
right lane drop requires examination of  the pavement  joint 
pattern.  Resurfacing may  be necessary to eliminate joint 
patterns which may  delineate the original left lane drop. 
5.  Evaluation of  Alternative Solutions 
5.1.  Study Site #1 (I-29S/I-80E  Diverge) 
The  problem  is fundamentally associated with through 
drivers being  in the wrong  lane, drivers failing to  accumulate 
the proper  information about  route continuation  (last second 57 
weave  to exit), and  slow trucks which  entered at Iowa  192.  It 
appears that most  of the hazardous maneuvering  can be  elimi- 
nated by  proper  lane placement  of the through drivers well in 
advance  of  the diverge area.  Because  driver communication  is 
quite difficult to  predict,alternative solutions that are 
relatively inexpensive,  can be  removed  relatively easily if 
they are found  to  be ineffective after installation, and  that 
hopefullyhave some  salvage value if removed,  should be pursued. 
Using these general guidelines the most  promising  alternative 
solution is to develop advance  signing designating the left 
lane for 1-80  through traffic and the right lane as 1-29 
through traffic (alternative six previously discussed).  The 
second most  desirable alternative is develop and  install a 
diagraamatic sign identifying a major route fork. 
The  potential payoff  from  either of these alternative 
solutions is probably nearly equal.  However,  if the through 
traffic can be redistributed into the proper lanes prior to 
reaching the Iowa  192 interchange,  then the only turbulence in 
the traffic stream between  Iowa  192 and the major  route fork 
will be  due  to slow trucks entering at Iowa  192 and destined 
to  exit on  I-80~.  Since such trucks will be merging  left,the 
transition should be  as  smooth  as can possibly be attained 
without the installation of  special truck lanes.  Thus,  alter- 
native six previously discussed is preferred with alternative 
five being the second most  desirable.  Alternative five (diagram- 
matic  sign) can be  considered as a  supplement to  alternative six 
if so desired. 58 
While it might  appear that alternative three is equally 
acceptable,  simply using the existing sign systems to desig- 
nate lanes will not  probably provide enough  advance warning 
nor  will it probably  elicit a sufficiently positive response 
to  alter the lane distribution in sufficient time to  be  effec- 
tive.  The  present  signing should be as effective as this 
alternate. 
Alternative one  (add a truck lane) and  alternative four 
(extend the added third lane back  further) both appear to be 
dealing with too small a proportion of  the hazardous  and 
erratic maneuvers.  A  substantial part of  the hazard is not 
at all associated with heavy truck traffic.  Adding  lane width 
to the roadway  immediately upstream will have the same  effect 
as widening a weaving  section.  Examination  of  Chapter  Seven  of 
the 1965 Highway  Capacity Manual  indicates that to  completely 
eliminate a weaving  problem the section needs to  be made  very 
long, not wider.  Alternative six would  come  closer to  achieving 
this and  should be much  cheaper. 
Alternative two  (close the entrance ramp)  might  be helpful 
in estimating the effect of  installing a truck lane.  Tempo- 
rarily closing the ramp  could provide data on  the potential to 
improve the traffic operations at the major  fork at minimum 
capital costs before  investing design time.  Permanent  closure 
of  the ramp  should only be considered a temporary  step toward 
complete removal  of  the present  Iowa  192 interchange as pre- 
viously discussed.  Such  action involves  a long term capital 
improvement  program. 59 
5.2.  Study Site #2  (1-80W/I-29N  Merge) 
Traffic operations problems  associated with Study Site #2 
are related to  basic design concepts.  Thus,  it is appropriate 
to  here list the major  findings of  a recent research effort on 
interchange design  (4): 
(I)  When  the downstream  traffic volume  justifies a reduc- 
tion in the number  of  through traffic lanes at a major  inter- 
change,  the preferred location for the lane drop is beyond  the 
influence of  the interchange. 
2  There  should be  no  reduction  in the number  of  lanes 
through the interchange,  except where  economic  considerations 
dictate. 
(3)  When  a lane is to  be dropped  immediately beyond  the 
exit terminal, the right through lane should always be dropped. 
(4) When  a lane is to  be  dropped beyond  the influence of 
the interchange, the right lane is the preferred lane to  be 
dropped;  but the left lane may  be  dropped,  particularly where 
a future continuation of  the left lane is  contemplated.  An 
interior lane should never be  dropped. 
(5)  The  most  important  considerations in designing lane 
drops are to  provide adequate visibility of  the lane drop 
configuration and inform the driver of  the impending  situation. 
Therefore,  lane drops  should be on  tangent alignment,  preferably 
on  sag vertical curves,  and  mple advanced  signing should be 
provided. 
(6) The  taper at lane drops  should be designed as  accelera- 
tion lanes, with a minimum  taper ratio of  50:l. 60 
In light of  the above  concepts, alternative two  should be 
considered  for implementation to  the extent that the merge 
area painted nose  should be  rumble treated to  discourage the 
sharp angle entry of  I-80W  vehicles with  I-29N  flow.  No  other 
area should be rumble treated until a more  fundamental  decision 
is  made  regarding other alternative modification of  the ramp 
lane drop. 
If the ramp  lane drop is to  be retained,then alternative 
four should be  implemented to  change to  a right lane drop.  As 
previously  discussed,  this would  provide a more  natural vehicle 
path throughout  the entire area and  allow an  escape route in 
case of  driver error. 
If the ramp  lane drop is retained as a left lane drop 
as exists,then the rumble  treatment on the ramp  discussed in 
alternative two  should be  implemented.  Additionally, it may 
be  desirable to enhance the advance warning  signing with 
flashers.  Such modification could be done,if  needed,after the 
effect of  ramp  rumble  treatment  was  evaluated as it might  not 
be  necessary to  add  flashers. 
As I-80W  demand  volumes  increase,the  level of  service may 
drop during peak  periods to a quality of  flow in the vicinity 
of the ramp  terminal that a  single lane ramp may  be unsatis- 
factory.  Should  continued decentralization and  urban develop- 
ment  in the fringe of  Council Bluffs cause sharp peak period 
flows,producing  ramp  congestion on a regular basis alternative 
three would  have to  be  implemented.  Freeway  control measures 
have been  utilized on  directional interchanges to improve  the 
level of  service before but the horizontal and  vertical alignment 61 
of  this ramp  might make  storage of  vehicles on it condusive to 
rear-end  collisions.  Therefore,  an analysis at the time such 
congestion began  to develop would  have to  be  conducted to see 
if freeway  control techniques might  he applicable.  Freeway 
control techniques also have to be  regarded  as temporary 
measures which  do  not replace capital improvements  but  in  many 
cases do  improve  traffic operations sufficiently to  allow the 
basic facility to function for many  years without major 
expansion. 6.  Video Tape Techniques Documentation 
6.1.  Introduction 
The portable video camera/recorder system is a versatile 
tool for the highway engineer.  Its application  may vary from 
the routine field inventory activity to the very sophisticated 
research project.  The utilization of this system not only 
optimizes the performance of routine production operations, 
but in addition offers & opportunity for advancing the state- 
of-the-art in a rapidly changing technological environment. 
There are certain basic  applications of the system that 
can be directly applied to highway engineering: 
6.1.1.  The field environment can be rapidly and inexpensively 
transformed into the office/laboratory environment for 
the retrieval of operational data. 
6.1.2,  An isolated vantage point for the monitoring of opera- 
tions (usually  from an elevated or aerial position), 
can be obtained without detection from the motorist. 
6.1.3.  The data obtained for a primary activity (such as an 
inventory of operations) provides a secondary source 
of data for supplementary uses (such  as research). 
6.1.4.  The system is especially adaptable to training or 
documentaries,  being inexpensive, reusable, and 
requiring no previous operating experience. 
Note that photography is not a viable alternative in most 
cases.  The cost is prohibitive, the delay in film processing 
reduces the utility and the lack of flexibility in editing, 
dubbing in a sound track, and the one time use seriously 
limits the photographic media applications. 63 
6.2.  System Operation 
The  basic video system is composed  of  a  camera,  recorder, 
and  monitor.  The  camera may  be hand  held, mounted  on  a tripod, 
mounted  on  a  small platform placed across the dash  and seat 
backs  in a vehicle,  or attached to a roadside telephone pole. 
The  lens is interchangeable and may  be wide  angle, telephoto, 
or zoom  and may  have  auxiliary lenses such as split (% of  the 
field) attachments.  An  aperature setting requires an initial 
adjustment with operational adjustments made  electronically. 
A  built-in  microphone  records sound on  the tape automatically. 
An  auxiliary microphone may  be  used at the recorder  (with an 
extension cord) if the sound  source is distant from the 
camera.  An  added feature allows new  sound to  be dubbed  into 
a  completed tape during the playback  sequence. 
The  recorder is portable with a  replaceable built-in  12 
volt rechargeable battery.  Each  battery will operate  30-45 
minutes.  The  tape is  4, inch wide  and plays for 30  minutes  in 
the black and white  reel to reel model  under  discussion. 
Other  types  are available including cassettes and color.  Note 
that extra battery energy time  (over the 30  minute  tape time) 
is generally necessary  as energy is required when  in the 
viewing mode  when  not  actually recording.  The  controls are 
similar to  the common  audio tape recorders in use:  play, 
rewind,  fast forward and  record.  An  auxiliary 110 volt 
power  convertor source is available for non-portable  use  and 
for monitoring.  This power  source also functions as a 
battery charger. 
When  the recorder has the record-play  levers depressed 
the system is activated and the small video tube  (viewing screen) in the camera records the view.  When  the trigger is 
depressed on  the camera the tape is transported and the scene 
is recorded.  When  it is desired to stop recording, the camera 
trigger is again depressed  stopping the tape transport.  To 
deactivate the system,  the play lever is moved  to stop and no 
energy  is  being used. 
After rewinding,  playback may  be  monitored through the 
eyepiece of  the camera.  Or, the recorder may  be connected to 
the monitor  for playback.  (~ote  that the monitor  may  be 
attached to the recorder during the recording phase to  view 
the scene being recorded on the tape.)  While  viewing  a  scene 
on  the monitor,  depressing the still lever stops the tape 
transport  at any  desired location.  Micro movement  of  the tape 
may  be  effected by  rotating the reels by  hand. 
An  accessory is available to superimpose the date and 
time,  as digital printing,  on the tape during the recording. 
Also,  the standard off-the-shelf  recorder may  be modified for 
time lapse mode. 
The  acquisition of  traffic operations field data is a 
simple procedure.  An  individual with no  engineering experi- 
ence may  be used with minimal  instruction.  The  hand  held 
camera with the portable recorder  can be used  from a parked 
vehicle carried in the hand,  placed on  a tripod, directed 
from an upper  story of  a building, or attached to a remote 
location telephone pole.  The  vantage point  should desirably 
be  an  elevated position above the scene to be recorded,  but 
an  adequate vehicle volume  record may  be  obtained from  a 
ground  level tripod.  If data on  the location and movement  of of vehicles is desired an  aerial vantage point becomes  more 
important.  The  lateral placement,  and the longitudinal travel 
time across pavement  markers  for example  can only be observed 
from  an  elevated position. 
6.3.  Traffic Engineering Applications 
The  following examples  are presented as illustrations of 
the video  system's  application to  highway  engineering. 
6.3.1.  Inventory or basic  survey data acquisition (by one 
person). 
6.3.1.1.  Vehicle turning volumes  at major  intersec- 
tions. 
6.3.1.2.  Video  log/road  inventory made  from  a moving 
vehicle. 
6.3.1.3.  Travel time  data from a  "floating car." 
6.3.1.4.  Long-term  vehicle volume  counts using time 
lapse mode  (may be  non-manned). 
6.3.1.5.  Observations for a bridge condition report. 
6.3.1.6.  Special inventory of  traffic signs, drive- 
ways,  billboards,  junkyards,  etc. 
6.3.2.  Monitoring traffic operations  from  an elevated position. 
6.3.2.1.  A  video log from  an aircraft of  a  construc- 
tion project for a report on  progress or for 
problem  review. 
6.3.2.2.  A  video record of  major flood damage  for 
emergency  action decisions. 
6.3.2.3.  A  video record of  traffic operations during 
a congested period to identify problems  and 
analyze solutions. 6.3.2.4.  Surveillance of  an accident prone location 
with time lapse mode  from a remote  camera 
attached to a telephone pole or a  structure. 
6.3.2.5.  Pedestrian volumes  and  rates of movement 
which are difficult to obtain with mechani- 
cal devices. 
6.3.2.6.  Observations  of parking lot operations from 
an adjacent building. 
6.3.2.7.  Recording  license plate numbers  for later 
retrieval and identification of  vehicle 
origin. 
6.3.3.  Research applications. 
6.3.3.1.  Determine  vehicle headways  and starting 
delays for intersection signal/capacity 
analysis. 
6.3.3.2.  Obtain data for vehicle movement  for short 
measured  distances to  establish acceleration 
and  deceleration rates for different  condi- 
tions. 
6.3.3.3.  Evaluate weaving  lane operations on  freeways. 
6.3.3.4.  Evaluate vehicle operation at freeway 
entrance and exit terminals. 
6.3.3.5.  Observe  the effects of  operational restric- 
tions such as a ramp  closure. 
6.3.3.6.  Compare  spot  speed  studies obtained by radar 
as opposed to an unobserved  video camera 
observation. 67 
6.3.4.  Video  documentaries  and  training. 
6.3.4.1.  Relatively inexperienced personnel may 
prepare video training tapes to reduce the 
demand  on  their time  for repeat type acti- 
vities.  An  individual being trained may  in 
fact gain from the ability to repeat the 
lecture or a portion thereof at his discre- 
tion. 
6.3.4.2.  A  video record of  a particular route,  obtained 
through the windshield of  a moving  vehicle, 
can be used for communication  with a city 
council,  at a public hearing,  and for review 
in the central (distant) office by  planners 
and  designers. 
6.3.11.3.  A  documentary  of  a field problem  (construc- 
tion, operations, maintenance,  or location 
for example)  could be prepared for presenta- 
tion to administrators, policy makers,  or 
state government  agencies. 
6.3.4.4.  Employee  orientation programs. 7.  Acknowledgements and References 
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 ÿ bout  bij @lice  departments  In  Iowa  to:show  how' police  reacted  to  a  cro 
have videotape equipment which is t~sed' ofpro~estors.  That was  the  explanat 
for various  functions - auto accident  given by~cedar  Rapids police offici 
investigations, police training pmgrams,  Did  persons  in  the crowd taunt'poli 
first-aid classefi. Videotape  films  show-  Did polict!  antagonize the crowd, causi 
illg drunk drivers have been used to get  the  disturbance  they  were  sent 
conviction8 In many Iowa courts.  check?  Did  police  use lawful meaus 
The  Clinton  Police  Department  has  control the crowd? 
laken videotapes to schools to teach chil-  Once such  questions  have  &en  an- 
dren about  the dangers  of jaywalking  swered and the possibility of  legal action 
and the proper way to ride bicycles.  Ac-  has passed,  policedepartments  hardly 
cidcnt  films  taken  by  Dubuque police  , need  to  save  the videotapes. The  pre- 
have led to  corrective work  on  trafCiC  sence of a film tile can have as much of 
hazards.  . .  an inhibiting effect on  the Fi,at  Amend- 
Nearly two-thirds of the police depart-  ment rights of  free speech  and free  as- 
nlents  acquired  their videotape  equip  sembly as ' unverificd information  pr 
n~ent  with  funds  provided  through  the  served in a police computer. 
federal Highway  Safety Act.  The  law  Citizens who  attend  public  ratlies or 
specifies that  the equipment  is to  he  demonstrations  in  support of  unpopular .., 
used  only  for  "traffic.dedicated,  pur-  causes should not  have to fear they  are 
poses."  Whether  all  the  departments  '  under  police surveiiiance  and that t 
abide by  the rule is uncertain.  Depart-  may be  under  sttspicion for years 
melds  in  the bigger  cities  usually  have  cause of  a  film kept  at police headquai- 
videotape  cameras  for  other  activities  ters. Pollce should stick to enforcing the 
as well as traffic enforcement.  laws and leave past events to historians. 
Cameras are fixed in  several places in  As  Iowa legislators weigh the threat to 
Waterloo's  police  headquarters  to  film  privacy  in  unregulated  police  data 
every stage of the booking process after  banks, they might trtnl some of  their at- 
a  person's  arrest. The videotapes  show  tention  to  writing guidelines on  the use 
how  the  prisoncr  was  treated, whether  of  videotape and film. A person's  priva- 
he  was  properly  informed of  his  consti-  cy extends  as much  to  an image  on  a 
tutional  rights,  whether  an  officer did  film as it does to data in a computer. 
anything to arouse an accusation of  "po-  -.em---- 
lice brutality." 
Videotapes are galnlng popularity with 
police officials because  they  are ci~eap- 
elb, easier to use and quicker to proccss 
than  conventional  motion  picture  film. 
Hul, like ether technological innovations 
in  law enforcement,  videotapes  can be 
misused. 
~,ast  fall,  for  example,  a  detective 
testified in a  trial that the Cedar  Rapids 
Police  Department  kcpt  files  ot  vide! 
tape film  from antiwar  demonstrations 
and  a  picket  line of slrikers outside  an 
industrial plant.  Police  in  otlier  cities 
have filmed rallies, riots  and  incidents 
'considered potentially disruptive  la pub- 
lic order. 
Films of  put~lic  disorders may be used -  . 
- 
".  I &and-use  reforms  urged 
I'  "'No  growth'  is simply not a viable 
option"  in  the  current  debate  over 
urban  land use  in  America, reports n 
12-nlemher citizens'  task force headed 
bv  Laurence S. Hockcfellcr. 
"The  case  for  more  development 
does  not  come  down  merely  to 
demography-to  the  fact  that  we 
must  house  the  people  who  are  al- 
ready  around or whose birth  is  forc- 
seeable-nor  even  to any inevitability 
of  economic  growth,"  says  the  task 
force  report.  "There  is  also  an ideal 
involved.  Mobility  has  been  a  tra- 
ditional road to opportunity in Amer- 
ican  life.  Wholesale  growth  restric- 
tions,  imposed  by  many communities, 
could  block  the  road  for many  who 
still  most want  to travel  it." 
Instead,  the  group  urges  major 
changes  in  land  use  decisionmaking 
because  "we  still  have  neither  adc- 
quate  institutional  processes  nor  the 
necessary legal  docirine to attack the  Studio technicians ready  equipment for Madison~q- 
problems of urban growth."  ~'"-~p-~~-..&----~--~~~ 
As  the  best  hope for getting  state  dfson uses videoiap tor employee orlsntalPoms 
to initiate needed institutional reforms 
the  task  force  looks  to  the  carrot-  Madison,  Wis.,  has  videotaped  its  .  The  1  Yz-hour  program  covers 
*,,&tick  provisions  of  pending  fe  employee orientation  program to'  work  mles,  polici=,  and  benefits  .. 
eral  landquse  legislation.  (T~C  se  instructor  time,  assure  clarity  found  in  municipal  employment.  It 
completeness;  and  provide  the  was  conceived  Charles F.  Reott,, 
policy  and  planning  ~~~i~t~~~~  mix  of  audio  and  visual  infor-  director  of  personnel.  The  idea  for 
of 1973 by a 64-21 vote. The bill  using  vidcotape  came  from  Rogers 
goes  to  the  Horrse  which  fail  Littlejohn,  thc city's  trainir~g  omccr. 
act  on  a  similar Senate-passed  The orientation  programs  are con- 
urc  last  year.)  ducted  weckly  and usut~lly  only for a 
However,  the task  force concludes  Urban  s"]~'~  @"Up.  It  appnrcllt, lhe 
city  says.  that  in-person  prosentations  lhat specific decisions about lhe use  be  coa(ly  and  in-  of land  left  to the  states  qllality  could llecljne  because  and individual commonities. The bulk 
of its  report  consists of  recommend-  of  the boredom of repetition. 
~hc  orientation  program was taped 
strategies-addressed  ~~~h~i~~l  co)-  citizen  groups and  all  levels  of gov- 
ernment-for  shaping policies that will  lege studio. 
insure  rational development.  ? 
.--,,Wd  The  task  force  says  it  detects  "a  will  he  given  18  months  to bring  a 
new  moo*"  among  Americans which  house  up to  city  code  standards and  19~6  Program for titles 
could  provide  the  leverage  for Vast  must  agree  to  live  in  it  for  three  The  American  Revolution  Bicen- 
reforms  in  the  way  state  and  lo4  tennis1  Commission  i~nvciled a  na- 
land-use  decisions  are made.  The only preconditions of the agrec-  ti~rnzll  progr:lm  ol "Bicentennial Com- 
Other  recommendations  call  for  a  men[  the  city  are  that  the  po.  mtlrtities"  at last  month's  annual Con- 
National  Lands  Trust  to  assist  pub-  homestealfer  be  18 years of age,  fcrence of Mayors  in  Siin  Francisco. 
tic  bodies  preserve  grccn  spaccs  in  tho  heal{  of  a  family,  and  a  citizcn  Invitations will  hc  srnt to iho chief 
and  around  major  urbanizing  arcas  or resident alien.  exectrtivc  oliicer  or governing  bai~ 
plus  new  laws  to  reduce  conflicts  of  Under  the  ordinance,  a  Home.  of  40,000  comn~unities  and  Indian 
interest  among oflicials.  stead  Ilbard  will  hc  appointed  to  trihcs  thro~ighout  the  nation  nitvising 
Among  the  members  of  tho  task  ovcrscc  the  program.  Oncc  selected,  them  of  the  Bicentennial  program. 
force  were  Mayor  Pcte  Wilson  of  the  homesteader  will  h;ivc  lechnicsl  Thc  program  makes  it  possihle  for 
San  Diego  and John  F. Collins,  for-  assistance  in  the  form  of  a  slrcific  any  con~tliitnity  to  be  oficially  rcc- 
mcr  Boston  mayor and  now consolt-  listing  of the  work  to be  done,  and  ogriizetl  as a  lliccntennial Comlnllnity 
ing  professor  of  urhan  utlairs  at the  ;llfvict:  on  selecting  a  reputable  con.  and  usc  the  national  Bicetllennial 
Masr;~chosetta  Institute of Tcchnology.  tractor,  cost  estimates,  purchilse  of  symhol  in  co~ljunction  with  its  Wm- 
Copies of the  group's  report,  The  miiterials,  and  actual  pcrform:~~~cc  of  monoration of America's  200th birth- 
Usr a/ Land:  A Cirizcjns' Policy Guid?  the  work.  The  city  ownx  about  50  day in  1976. 
to  Urban  Cirowrh,  sell  for $10 hard-  houses.  n ore infortnation nlny  tX? obtained 
cover  and  $3.95  paperback  from  I'hilaclclphi;~  111so  is  considering  a  from the ARBC,  736 Jnckson Plac~., 
Thomas Y.  Crowcll Co. of  New York,.  similar homestend plan.  N.W.,  Washington,  D.C.  20276. '
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 airpr~rts -  especially  JFK  Inlerna-. 
tional. This included groupd traffic 
studies around the airports, aircraft 
traffic  analyses,  internal  passenger 
movement and parking lot studies. 
Van  Wyck  Expressway,  which 
serves  IFK airport,  was  filmed con- 
tinuously  for  two  hours  from  an 
altitude of 500 feet during three con- 
Our group prrforrns  film analysis  scctttive  peak  traffic  periotls. 
based  on the  spccifir  infnrmation 
,  Viewed at  varying speeds,  the film 
needed by the "customers.',  In our  prnvided the New York City Depart.  '. 
case,  the  customers  are  the  port  mcnt of Traffic and the Port Author-  .., 
authority's  30  operating  (acilities.  ity Traffic Engineering Division with 
These range in scope from airports,  :  facts on service-road problems and  .' 
bus,  truck and marine terminals, to  ,  local traffic congestion.  The  films, 
when projected one frame at a time. 
documented the "accordian effect"  + 
of  entrance  flows  on  the  entire 
ing session where  sky Count per-  length ofthe  expressway. The film 
sonnrl,  customers and appropriate  revealed  that  grade  changes  pro- 
Port r\ilthority Operations Standards  duced similar problems. 
:  I  Sky <.'o(rril  slodic~s  rt:qtiire 2J.fIlKJ  Division people ifisct~ss  the film. We 
1:;  her 01 film a year.  will  rerun  interesting segments  at 
Trainlng next 
(Continued from preceding page) 
ant1 d liod'ik Lkl,~grirpllic  MFS-8 pro- 
jt%(tor  Inrln 1111.  htwt  of  tlic film anal- 
ysr\  o[wrdti<)n. Thc  ilroiertor  is  a 
~iitiltinir(lid  devicr. It will show riiov- 
irs  or single images, in  slide fashion, 
frorn '1  rrel of film.  In addition  to 
rt~niotc  control, a~torii~itic  focus and 
filrii rcvcxrsf,  ttie unit operates at any 
ol  three spt?eds. 
Pilot project 
Our Sky  Count Grcrup organized 
J pilot project about  five years  ago 
to e\,dltiatc~  tlir ust- of the proitxtor 
.~nct  \t~ti<!r  8 iilni. During the yr'irs. 
\\.r  exposed  \obnt!  2MIO  twt  of 
h'odirrlrrnt~ic  I1 nrr~vie  (~ype  A), Plos- 
X  rttvtv$,~l,  Tr1.X  rt.ver>al arid  liigli 
sp('rd L'Xf,ft llrorr~e  iilrn. 
The camera srlt~ctrd  ior the prt~j. 
t~t  wds an ~i~toniati('  expnsilre con- 
trol niodcl with ,in  f1l.U 1c.n~.  It has 
puthhutton zoom cap,lt~ility with a 
ratio  ot  six-to-orit..  The  liiartcn/- 
powerrci uriit i,  (k:signtbtl  lor tilnis 
with A>.\  r~tingr  (11 25 to 400. 
LaCu~rdra  r\irport  pr<jvid~?d  tlic, 
setting  for {~ur  iirst  ninvie ciystcnl 
tea.  irpt  fir  were  con. 
.  .  -. 
varioits specds.  Then we  gc!~ierally 
"brdin  bust"  for  uscful  secnnd,iry 
data troni the iriotage. 
Fornidl  data  reduction  and 
analyses  by  Sky  Count  Croup  or 
Oper~tions  Standards Division per- 
sonnel  usually  take  plac~  in  the 
photo analysis center. This is  a small 
projection area  partitioned  nil for 
light control and privacy. However. 
a  collapsible  rear-screen  viewing 
unit ~IIOWS  11s to torn a desk intn a 
reviewing .ires w1it.n  needrd. 
The  ?O-lx~~rrid  proiector  is port- 
able.  Wlicn  closed  C1r  storagt? or 
carryin!:,  the proirctnr and cdrrying 
cast,  mc,dsurc.  only six  inch<-s  wide. 
The  [>rejector's true valtrv  litss in 
its analyticat cap.ihility. Withoitt thik 
unit'!.  ppecial ft!,itures,  iilrns would 
remain only  a  rt:.il-timts  tool.  Thtl 
projc!ctor  'rlbws  us  lo changi~  tin,[. 
sequt~nces while  viewing.  It  will 
operdte either fonvdrd or in rtw?rse, 
will still irdnir or .;low  briotion  six 
framtss  a se~ond  and will run CX~IJ 
fast  at  5.1  fr.1rnt.s  a %i~cond. 
h I$eII  let Ri~ngrr  lic4icoptar with 
an  oval  olit-ning in tli~  b.1r.h  scS,lt 
ustcirlly ir sc,li~'tt'd by otrr jirotl(,  for 
a~!riaI  iisis  Thr  ~,pening, 
dr-xijinml t~y  the port .ruttrrrrrty (3c.r- 
Training is one area for which wc 
ieel  the  movie  system  hai  great 
potefitidl.  I  ctxanrplr,  wc  Ii'ibt- 
srnt out Opt~rations  Stancldrcls Divi- 
sion ,in4  Sky  Count (;ro~rii  pcArson- 
nc?l  will,  cameras  to  film  snow 
removal protedurrs at th~  airports. 
Films of  the melting rquil,ment  drld 
rlearan~f!  r,p~,rations  were <Iio\%,n  to 
dtq>.irt~nent  personnel who eventti- 
dliy will ht,  rt,sl~on\ible  for  irispect- 
ing  tilesf!  iitcc.  Airl~~nidtit  code 
isi  stir  tli~  ~irn~cctor  or1 
,icltotn,~tit  wlit,rt~  it \\.ill  51011 on ariy 
ila'ii~rc%il  ir,itnv ,I,  i  o~~leti\vitli  nit~tallic 
t.11>('1 (K~I\IYI  vrrr\ iicncti<'ial  (or this 
1)  I"'  "I  'lfl'll)~~~%. 
Codr.st~nrtlig  should  provide 
rswi mort: dram,itic  rculti in thr 
training oi svct~rity  oiiicers lvr air. 
1mrt p.ttr~,l.  \Ye h.1~  ttncttvcorisider- 
~ti~~n  CI  f11.111  \<I  lil~ii  c~tkcti  ',ht~at"  at 
tiit! ,iiri~ortx.  Itla itlni t\.ould taktb tlie 
 ill, 8\r.\lt,l>.t1\.~trp  ciwr liis tc!rr.>in 
,111~l  villi  o~11.  t)v  stt>ppitig on a 
singlo  ti~~lric.  potnt* ilf toncrrn. 
\vc haye II,II yct rc.iclird itit, peak 
,,I  ~ILII  c.apdhititic5  with  phcllo- 
. . grapliy.  Irl  t,ic.r,  we  tiavcb  '~l~lly 
scratchrd tta  surtdcr. I3mp us .l  line 
if  yoti \v~trld  likes  rnnri! irilc~rni.itiori 
rti this corrcupt.  .,  .  .  as A Closed Circuit Television 
System for Traffic Surveys 
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M 
ETI-IODOLOGIES used  ir~  the  ;rnalysis of  transjjortation 
systems  have  [~rogrcssctl stcatlily  over  thc  [xtst  lo  ycars, 
while the state of  the art irl  &t.a  c:ollcction  has  rcrnained  rcla- 
tively stagnant.  No rrtotlcling  tcchnicliie  11;1s yet  becr~  devclopctl 
which corrects for erroneous or rcduntl;u~c  data. 0ftt.11 tl;lt;r  usetl 
as  inpit lor t.ransportatior1 pl;rnning irrotlels  11;rvc.  I~cc~rt  ;~ssrrrr~c:tl 
as  accurate.  Moreover,  thosc  rcs~~orlsil~lc  Cttr  dat;~  ;rc:clcrisitinr~ 
have  shown  little  irrr;iginatiorl  in  pcrl'orn~ing  their  tasks  ant1 
appear  to  be  content  with  "cstaltlishcd"  t1;tt;t  co1lcc:tiorr 
procetlures.  I  ..,. 
Exterr~al  cordon  surveys  have  tratlition:rlly  been  ~)erforrr~cd 
hy  the roatlsitle  interview  method.  A  prcdc~crnrincd  count  ol' 
vehicles crossing the cordon liric woultl  be s;rniplecl  by  rerouting 
8.1 88  TRAFFIC QIJARTEK1.Y 
the vehicles  into an interview area  along the rbatlsitle. 'I'hir  sur- 
vey,  besides  being  relatively  expensive,  is  an  inconvenience  to 
the motorist and on today's freeways poscs a safety problem, 
In  an  attempt  to  reduce  the  inconvenience  and  improve 
safety, some states have experimented with  yy,  millimeter  movic 
cameras  as  an  alternative  to  the  interview  station.  License 
plates  can  be  photographed  during normal  conditions  by  posi; 
tioning the cameras on an overpass and focusing one camera  on 
each  lane of  travel.  'The  films arc then  developed,  license  plate 
data  keypunched  from the  films,  registry  files  searched  for  the 
owner  of  the  vehicle,  and  a  questionnaire  concerning  travel 
information for  the  day  the vehiclc  was  observed  is  sent to the 
person  by  mail.  Obviously,  the  time required  to  photograph  a 
license plate,  develop the film, search registry files, and mail  the 
questionnaire is a critical defect in this method. 
In  an effort  to  minimize  this data  reduction  time,  a  closed 
circuit television  (CCTV) system was  developed  and successfully 
used  when the Rhode Island  Department of  Transportation up- 
dated its statewide origin and destination  data. This article is an 
account  of  the  development  and  survey  procedures  used  for 
this first CC'TV external survey. 
PROJECT  SCOPE 
The external survey represented  the  fifth  and  final  phase  of 
the  ~hotfe  Island  Origin  ant1  Destination  Update  Study.  The 
four other phases  included  a  home  interview  survey  completed 
by  telephone contact, airport and nlass transit surveys conducted 
by  on-board questionnaire, and  a  truck  survey  conlpleted  with 
mail-out, mail-back cluestionnaires. 
The information obtained through  the cxtcrnal survey serves 
two  purposes.  The first  purpose  is  to  gather  data  on  Ixtsscnger 
and vehicle trips excludeti frotrt the home interview (or internal) 
survey.  'l'his  information  is  oi>tainctl by  recorcling  the  11.i~  in- 
formation of  those  persons  who cithcr live or have  their  vchiclc 
garaged  outsitle  the  stutly  ;Ire;) tlefinctl  in  the  internal  survey. 
Since trip information in an cxtcrnal survey is  obtaitlc!tl for both 
rcsitlents  anti  t~onresitlcnts  of  tile  sti~tly  area,  it  is  necessary  to 
sort  this  information  according  to  horne  location.  'The  secontl TELEVISION AND TRAFFIC SURVEYS  89 
purpose is  to compare and exp:inrI similar, but less concentrated, 
data obtained  in  the  internal survey  using the  trip  information 
gathered for reside~its  of  the st.udy area. 
The cortlon line for the external survey was the Rhocle Island 
state boundary line. Along  this line 35 stations were  selected  to 
represent  the  various  Rhode  Island  functional  classes  of  road- 
ways with traffic volumes varying from under 400 to over 40,000 
vehicles per  day.  These 85  stations provided  data  representative 
of  the  different  lancl-use  patterns,  socioeconomic  distribution, 
and population densities that exist at the state's boundaries. 
The information sought from the drivers of  sampled vehicles 
was as follows: 
Passenger  Vehicles  T~ucks 
Origin and destination  Origin and destination 
Travel times  Travel times 
Trip purpose  Type and weight of 
commodities carried 
Number of  passengers  Type of structure at 
origin and destination 
Garage address  Garage address 
The stations were operated  for  either  8 or  ie hours during 
daylight  so  as  to  includc  at  least  one  peak-travel  period.  'The 
criteria for operating either  8 or  12  hours  at a  station  were  its 
average  daily  tra&c  (AIIT)  and  class  under  the  Khode  Island 
Highway  Functional  Classification  Scheme.  Vchicle  classifica- 
tions and 24-hour traffic  volume counts were completed  for each 
station. 
In essence, the  basic  recluirements  and  goals for  conducting 
the survey were to: 
I. use CCI'V equipment to video tape ail license plates; 1 
2.  identify the lane, time, and direction of  travel of  each  vehicle 
(end the external station location); 
3.  searc:h registry  files  from  Khodc  Island,  Massachusetts, Con- 
necticut, and New  York  for the name and address of  the driver 
(or owner) of  the vehicle recorded on video tape; and 
I. Only  tlrc  front license  plates were  reconled  to  avoid  conflicts with  tractor. 
trailer  combinations  wherc  the  tractor  alld  trailer  Ivad  diKcrcnt  registrations. 
fiowcvcr, tbc Tear  plate or any portion of tlte vet~icle  cat1  1)c video taped. !to  TRAFFIC QIJARTER1.Y 
4.  tnail c~rrestionr~aires  to these aildrepses to ot~tain  information on 
the trip being n~ade  at the ti111e of the recording. 
Video  ccluiprnent  was  used  at stations  whrrc  the  AI)T  ex- 
ceeded  8,000. At  stations with AD'I"s  under  8,r1oo, cassette  tape 
recorders wcrc  used  for  a  less costly means of  recording  license 
plate numbers. 
SYSTEM  DEVELOPMENT 
Work  on  the  external  survey  was  started  approximately  4 
months  prior  to the  first  scheduled  survey  day.  This lead  time 
was  rccluired  to develop  a  workable  CC'TV system,  train  a  sur- 
vey  crew, develop computer programming tecfrniclues for  rapid 
accessing of  registry files, and design and print questionnaires. 
Initially, about  2  days  were  spent  visiting  the  35  proposed 
external station  locations. A sketch of  each station showing lane 
widths,  shoulder  widths,  speed  limit,  median  width,  etc.,  was 
prepared.  In atidition, a  photograph  of  the area was  taken  and 
later  included  in  a  reference  album.  Moreover,  when  possible, 
the station was  investigated from an overpass and the aFpropriate 
dimensions were  recorded.  At  this time,  it had  not been  deter- 
mined whether  it would  be  better to set up cameras on an over- 
pass or at road level. 
?  7  I he ccluipmcnt usctl  at the start of  the developmental stages 
was:  a  tape  recorder  which  uses  one-half  inch  video  tape  with 
a maximum running  tin^  for one tape of  I  hour (2,400 feet), a 
CCTV camera, a  TV monitor, a 75  millimeter telephoto fens, a 
aX extentler, ant1 a 2.5 kilowatt portable generator. 
'The  first  attempt at rccorcting license  plates  was  made  from 
an overpass on a frcervay, and it was  i~rtmediately  apparent that 
certain  factors  needctl  to  be  considered  more  carefully.  These 
were:  (I)  vchicle spcctl, (2) tlistance  from  vchicle to camera,  (3) 
angle of  approat:li (horizontal and vertical), (4) light, and (5)  lens 
size. Thc: 75 rnillimctcr  lens was  too srnall for use  from a11 over- 
pass.  When  used  at the  roadsitlc,  it could  only  record  a  legible 
plate  if the vehicle wcrc tr;lvcling at less than  10  niiles per hour 
and was about 50 feet fronr the camera. 
Iliffcrcrlt lens cornbinations 2  and camera  positions were tried 
(luring the  test  ~fcrintl.  Also,  it was  more  diflicult  to  record  a 
r. 75.  I~U,  $yo. sou. qGo, 5w, atid  t,wo  miliimctcr (rued focus). '
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 such  that  80 percent  of  the  lane can  be  seen  on camera  and a 
depth of  field  01'  at lci~st  40 feet  is  obtained. Secontl, the size  of 
the license plate seen on the television  monitor should represent 
20 to  QO  perc:etlt of  tlte  total  viewing area. Finally,  a  mini~nunr 
vehicle separation of  20  feet is needed to be  able to view  licenae 
plates between con~ecutivc  vehicles. 
In addition  to  studying  the  closed  circuit  television  system  ' 
itself,  the  problem  of  illuminatit~g  the  Eront  license  plates  of 
vehicles  during  the  night  hours  was  also  investigated.  Three . : 
approaches were  tried:  high-level  (14  foot)  spotlight  and flood- 
light  illuntination,  low-level  (2  foot)  spotlight  and  floodlight 
illumi~iation,  and  a  so.called  "moonlight,"  television  camera 
which required no additional artificial illumination. It was found 
that the "moonlight"  camera  was  not adaptable for this use  and 
that,  even  with  low-level  illumination,  the  light  could  not  be 
shielded sufficiently to prevent  it  from being  a safety hazard  to  ,  , 
.  ,.  motorists.  It was  recommended,  therefore,  tha 
,  .  tions be operated only during daylight hours. 
,  , 
ACCESS  TO  REGISTRY  FILES 
During the early stages 01:  the system's  developmental  phase, 
it  was  realized  that  the desirable  possibility  of  a  one-day  turn- 
around time could not be achieved if  there were delays in match- 
ing the recorded  plate  number  to  the name  and  address  of  the 
driver.  l'revious  pilot  studies  using  the  photographic  technique 
had  experienced  this  delay  when  the registry  files  of  motor  ve- 
hicles had to be searched for these data. 
The Khode  Island  Department  of  Transportation  tlecided 
that  plates  from  four states-Khode  Island,  Massachusetts,  Con- 
necticut,  ant1  New  York-would  be  recorded.  This could  menn 
that four states woulti  be  relied  on  to search  their  files  to pro- 
vide  the  required  data.  Instead,  these  states  were  asked  to 
furnish copies of  their registry  files  for  use  by  the stutly's  conl- 
puter  facility.  'l'hree  statcs-Khotle  Isl;cntl,  Massachusetts,  ancl 
New  York-agreed  to  supply  c:opies  of  their  files.  Connecticut 
did  not; however, it oflc:red  to access  its  files and to supply the 
study with the names altd addresses needed. 
l'hc size  of'  the N~W  vork  and  Massachusetts  registry  files, 
9.5  and  3.7  million  records,  respectively,  would  have  created -
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 tion loop was attached to the mat, with  vinyl adhesive.  The mat 
was, in  turn, glue11 to the center oE  the travel  lane with  its long 
ctlgc  facing  tr;tlfic.  Mats  wcrc  placctl  in  all  lanes  with  the 
contact  lcatls  from  cach  clclcctor  connectctl  to  a  loop  detector 
amplifier and thence to the "box." 
Wliilc  expericncc  has  proven  this  system  to  be  workable, 
the adhesive  11scd (the best  of  all  the products  testetl) had  some 
shortcomings. When  used  on  damp or wet  pavement,  it  would 
hold  until  ttic  pavement. dried  ;inti  then  it  scernctl  to  lose  its 
atlhcsivc cpalities. Recent  invcstigatiot~,  howevcr, has  revealed  a 
more  usable  t~tlhcsivc:.  "l'licrc  was  also  all  itlhcrcnt. weakness  ;~t 
the solder joints  in  the loop ;trlct  at the point  wl~c:rc  thc it~tcrn;tl 
lead crossed nt:her wires. 
'SII.STINC  OF  I'OWEK  AND COAXIAL.  CABLES 
'I'rvo  altcrnntives  lor  crossing  the  road  with  coaxial  and 
IX)W(:I  cables  were  ihvesti&mtetI. One  inclutied  building  a  sup- 'TEI.EVISION  AND TRAFFIC SURVEYS  91, 
. . 
DIRECTION  OF  TRAVEL 
!  1,  8  ,,.'  ,  .. 
..  , 
,; 
Figure 2. Diagram of  induction loop mat 
: .  . 
port tower for carrying the wires overhead. The other consisted 
of  laying  the wires across the  surface of  the road.  If  the  wires 
were  to be  strung overhcacl,  the  niinimum  necessary  clearance 
would  be  16  feet. Moreover, precautionary measures woulcl  have 
to be  taken  in  case  something  came  in  contxct  with  the  wirc 
(is., a break-away system for separating the wires from the sup- 
port  tower  ant1  for  cutting off  power).  In  atltlitiot~,  the 'tower 
method is rather costly and its installation would add to the time 
necessary  to  establish  a  station.  'The  time  element  is  critical 
when a station has to be set up in a nraxirnum of  half an hour. 
?'he  other alternative,  laying  wire  across  the  roatlway,  had 
not been  tried  before,  and it was  not known  what  type of  wire 
cot~l(l  withstand  the impact  of  cars  ant1  trucks  1);lssing  over  it. 
for  up to  12  hours.  A  test  of  these wires  was  rnatlc  which  con- 
sistctl of  sin~ply  laying them  across a  roatl ior various  pcriods oi 
time and examining the results.  -.  I hc  test  showed  that  the  power  and  coaxial  cables  tested 
could withstand  the  impact, from  both  automobiles  and  trucks. 
The signal from the camera  to the recorder was  not affectccl  as 'TRAFFIC  QIIAKTERLY 
10  INDUCllON  LOOP  MAIS 
Figure  :I.  Illustration ot mobile station showing four-lane setup and 
automatic mode 
long  as  the  cable  remained  intact.  However,  the  lifetime  of  a 
cable ultimately depentIq upon traffc volumcs and, tl~erefore,  thc 
cables were checked  for damages when  picked  up at the ctlc1  of 
each  survey  day.  Wires  were  nncl~ored  to  the  rJ;tvcrcient  etlgc. 
with pneumatic tube clamps. 
MOBILE  STATION 
_, 
Since the closert circuit television equipment had to bc  movect 
around  the state  on a  day-to-day  basis,  it  was  necessary  to  es- TE1,EVISION  AND TRAFFIC SURVEYS  97 
tablish  a convenient  way  oi moving  it.  A  small,  ikfoot mobile 
home  tri~iler  was converted for ibis purpose.  In transit all video 
equipment was stored within this mobile station (Figure 3). 
SIGNING 
...  . 
,,  ..  Adequate signing at each station was  required by  the Rhode 
Island  Department  of 'Transportation  and  the  Federal  Highway 
Administration.  A  series  of  four  signs  was  set  up.  They  read 
"Traffic  Photo  Survey,"  "Please  Maintain  Speed,"  "Please  Stay 
.  .  .  , 
in Lane,"  and "Thank You."  They were diamond shaped (48 by  .  ,  ,  . 
48  inches)  with  black  letters and  an  orange  reflectorized  back- 
ground  (as  suggested by  the  1972  Manual  on  Uniform  Traffic 
Control Devices  for  Streets and  Highways). The signs informed 
the motorist that a traffic survey was ahead and gave instructions 
for proceeding  through  the station. in addition, the initial sign, 
. .  "Traffic Photo Survey" was reprinted  in black and white on the 
cover of  the questionnaire to help "key"  the driver back  to I 
location of  the station. 
,  .  DATA  REDUCTION 
'  At  the  beginning  of  the survey,  it  was  estimated  that  data  .  . , 
reduction  time  for a single  ]-hour tape would  take about three 
manhours.  Thus, if  a  single  video  tape  recorder  (VTK) were 
used  for  each  lane of  travel  on  a  four-lane highway,  it  would 
require  120  manhours  to reduce  a day's  taping (i.e.,  four  tapes 
at 3 manhours per  tape and ten tapes per  station).4 The "box" 
provided  a means of  placing  the data  from  all  four cameras on 
a single tape which  resulted in a total  daily savings of  some  go 
manhours in data reduction. 
The sample  chosen,  by  direction,  consisted  of  every  fifth 
Khode  Island  vehicle  (truck  or passenger  car),  every  fifth  Con- 
neticut vehicle, and every New  York  and  Massachusetts vehicle. 
The equipment needed  for  data  reduction  included  the  VTK, 
television  monitor,  vehicle  coding  sheets,  and  a  data  bearing 
video  tape.  When a  vehicle  was  selectetl during the  video  tape 
replay,  the  date,  time,  license  plate  number,  direction,  and 
4.  For  a  1%-hour  station  where  both  dircctior~s  were  recorded  on  the same 
tape, art  average of ten tapes was useriduripg thc day. 98  'TRAFFI<: Q1IARTERI .Y 
stittion  itt~~nl~er  were rccortletl 011 the vehicle itfentification sheet. 
It took  an average  of  4  to  5  manhours  to reduce  a  I-hour 
vidco  rape, t:om~)aretl  with  the assumed  8  manhnurs. 'l'his  time 
varied  according to the number of vehicles which actually passed 
thc  station  in  that  hour  ant1  the  number  of  variables  being' 
consideretl  (direction,  time,  lanes,  state  of  license  plate,  etc.). 
It was  fc>trntl that four lanes of  tra%c ctn  a single tape afforded 
the best efficiency in  data reduction. 
Vehicle  itlentification  sheets  collected  throughout  the  day 
were  later  keypunched  and  verified.  Afterwards,  keypunched 
cards  were  sorted by  state  code  and  license  plate  identification 
(since separate disk packs were used for each state's registry  files) 
and then were sent to the computer center for processing.  .  ' . 
.  . 
SUMMARY  OF  EQUIPMENT  AND  SYSTEM  OPERATION  .  , 
Thc following is  a list of  the minimum equipm 
to operate a six-lane station for  12 consecutive hours.8 The tot 
estimated cost is $tg,ooo. This, of  course, does not includ 
ment necessary for data reduction.  ,  .  . 
Type  1 
Video tape recorder 
Television monitor 
Television camera  G 
G  500 millimeter lens 
Portai>le  generator (2.5 kilowatt)  2 
'Triggering and switching "box"  2 
Video tape  24 
G  Vehicle detectors and amplifiers 
Camera support  6 
Walkie-talkies  P 
Accessories (cable, wire, batteries, fittings, etc.) 
Mobile station  I 
The GCTV system  was  designed  to  operate  as  follo~vs  (see 
Now  chart in Figure 4):  > 
I. A CC?'V  camera positioned off  the roadway records license 
plate numbers ot passing vehicles on video tape.  .  ~  ". 
5.  Six.lanc slariorrs rcquirc two video rccordit~g  tapcs-orte  lor each directiorr. e. '1'11~  vitleo ti~l~cs  arc rcculrtccl to thc otlice. 
y.  'l'hc.  vitlco tape\ arc rcvicwed  on a lelcvision rnonitor and 
a sarnple is selected.. 
4.  pi'hc sa~opled  licetlse  plate  numbers are then  recorded  on 
coding sheets along with  the state of  registration, time observed, 
station, (late, and direction.  ~j 
5.  This information is then keypunched onto computer cards. 
ti.  Using  statc  registry  files,  the  lice~tse  plate  numbers  are 
matched with names and addresses. 
7. A  questionnaire, addressed by  the computer, is sent to the 
'  ' 
owner of  the observed vehicle. 
8. 'The  driver  of  the  observed  vehicle  completes  the  clues- 
tionnaire at his convenience and returns it by  maiI. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
.  I 
There  are  a  number  of  advantages  in  using  the  CCTV 
,  method  to  replace  roadside  interviews  for  surveys of  this  type. 
It is safer for the surveyed driver as  well  as for the survey crew, 
:.:: 
' 
and since vehicles are not  stopped,  motorists are not  delayed  in 
< 
long queues waiting  to  be  questioned. In  addition,  the  quality 
of  collected data  is  better  becansc a  more consistent sample  rate 
is  obtained  and  more  ctetails  concerning  vehicles  and  trips  are 
possible in a mail-back survey. 
The CCTV system  method  may  also  be  cheaper.  The esti- 
mated  cost  to  accomplish  data  gathering,  reduction,  and  trip 
table development for the $5 stations was  $5.34  per sample using 
the  conventional  method  of  stopping  tile  vehicle.  The actual 
cost  using  closed  circuit  television,  as  described  in  this  article 
and including all research and development, was  $4.72 per sample. ODETICS,  INC.,  Video Time Lapse Division has answered the need for a portable time lapse video tape 
recorder with the new TP 400 portable, battery operated,  1/2  inch video  tape  recorder system.  The 
TP 400 can be carried and operated  by one person, as a normal portable video tape recorder, or used  I 
as a time  lapse video tape recorder with the ability to record up to 15 hours on a single  1,200 ft. 
reel of tape. 
The  TP 400 video  tape  recorder  system  includes  a  video  camera  (with  zoom  lens  and  butlt.in 
electret  condenser  microphone),  and the time  lapse  video  tape  recorder.  The  recorder  is used to 
record and  playback  in normal speed or a time lapse  speed.  Time  lapse  speed  pre.selected  to fit 
application. 
The  camera  has  an electronic viewfinder  that shows the operator the picture exactly as it will appear 
when  played back on a T.V.  screen.  The viewfinder can also be used for playback to check the tape 
as soon as it has been recorded. 
An AC  power adaptor which also serves to charge the battery, makes it possible to run the recorder on 
115 volt current. Additional features include stop action, and audio that can be added after recording 
of video. 
Tapes  are  1nter.changeable w~th  those of any v~deo  tape  recorder  w~th  the E.1.A.-J  format.  , 
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 MODEL NV-8080 and  MODEL WV-8080  /  BATTERY CHARGER  /  /PORTABLE VIDEO   ADAPTOR^ 
Panasonic customer eniovs the additional and vital feature to  1  /  I  1 
~~  ~  ~. 
their VTR-CCFV lines..  . .PORTABLE VTR  and TV camera with its 
outstanding features and design allows you exceptional. dependable 
performance of 1'' video tape recording. PANASONIC portable video 
tape recorder housed in a compact cabinet weighing less than 
fifteen pounds permitting any video shooting at any instance through 
its high resolution TV  camera. You can achieve perfect video recording 
wcth simpltfied oileration bv full automatic controls hnth in virion  ~.  ~  ~~  . .~ 
;  and dudio levuls.~(~uippe~with  a pair of PANALOID battery to  offer  1  iong life for more than one hour and a half recording operation in 
succession. The batteries are chargeable by the PANASONIC  .~  J L 
battery ch8rgI:r  NV-B32  in a short period of five to ten hours.  NV-U32  NV-H33  J 
Completely interchangeable with arty PANASONIC :"  video tape 
recorder. 
SPECIFICATIONS  NV-8080  (Sue ;pitgt:  24  ir,r  Purtrlbic Ci,rnt?,;i  WV 8080 S~~t:<:ifii:~ii~i~i~s~ 
RECORDING  SYSTEM 
TAPE  SPEED 
TAPE  WIDTH 
REEL  SIZE 
RECORDING TIME 
HORIZONTAL  RESOLUTION 
VIDEO  SIN RATIO 
AUDIO  FREOUENCY  RESP. 
POWER  REOUIREMENT 
POvVEH  CONSI.MPT.ON 
n.010  hnto CONTROL 
AL1110  CONTROL  hEAD 
FRASF  HFAn  .  . .  - . .  .  -  . .  - 
UAffCRY  OPfRAIiNG  TIME 
8ATTFRY  CHARGrhti  TIME 
OPERATlNG  TEMP  IIANGE 
TAPE  USED 
Two rotary HPF ihsdds. sloirt scafilng 
12 lnches per second 
A loch wide 
4.5 inch wax. 
14 minutes w1840 ft. long tape 
260 lines 
Better than 40 db 
80-10.000  Hz 
DC12&1  v 
Approx. 7 W 
Fully automatic 
Statianarv two tracks 
Full track 
1.5 hour in  continuous oaeratian 
8 hours 
40"-104"  degrees F 
PANASONIC video laps. NV-P45 
SkH\O SYSTEM  Phase S~IYU-CU~I~O~  ad molars 
OPERATING  PDSiTIOk  Horsz~nldi  (I!  berl8cui 
RECORDING  SIGhAL  CO~DOL~IO  5~~~o  bawd on American 
TV standard as produced by any made 
and any standard TV camera 
TPANSISTOR Et  DIODE  53 transistors. 21 diodes plus one  IC 
RECORDING  METHOD  Both side band FM 
VIDEO  INPUT  LEVEL  1 Vo-a into 75 O  svnc neoatiue 
MIC  INPUT  LEVEL  -75 db 1 KO  unb~lancei 
DIMENSIONS 
WEIGHT 
CASE  COLOR 
148"(W)  x9&(0) x4r(H) 
Approx  15 lb (batteries included) 
Two-tone color in black and sllver 
STANDARD  ACCESSORIES 
1 PC.  Delu~e  carrying case  1 PC.  Empty reel. NV-R45 
1 PC.  Battery charger. NV.032  1 pc.  Earphone 
2 pcs. PANALOID Buttery. TY.365C  1  pc,  Splicing tape. 1  11; 
3 